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14..ut MR, PREmIDENT: .

Ott behalf ttf the National Advisory Council on Extension and Continuing Educa-
tion. I am pleased to forward to you our Eighth Annual Report. The Importance of
S, 7: lee: Federal Support for ContinuingEducatimi.

In the past, our Council has frequently noted the creative relationship that has
developed between Federal agencies and institutions of higher education. This year
our concern is with the needs of individuals and communities and how the university-
Federal agency partnership is responding to the requirements of the general public.

Through liversity programs of research extension and continuing education,
our Federal Government has built a capacity to serve important individual and
community needs in fields as diverse as health, minority bwiness and the fine arts.
The .cost of meeting these needs is counted in billions of dollars annually. Our central
objective is to help insure that these university-based programs retain, as their central
focus, service to the communities and to the people they are intended to serve.

In this light. we respectfully suimmit our findings and recommendations through
the attached report.

Respectfully.
RUTH CO. CRASSWELLER,
Chairman.
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THE HIGHER EDUCATION ACT OF 1965
SECTION 109

The National .chisory on Extension and Continuing, Education
* * it.tirt, the .Itimini,tiation and effectiveness of all federall' supported

cxtensiou and tontititint education 'mot rams. int hiding community service pro-
12rattis. make recommendations %vitt) respect theieto. and make annual reports "

lindi-Ivs and recommendations to the Secttar% of Health. Education, and
Velfate and to the esident.
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Tim IMPORTANCE OF SERVICE
Fedet.11 Support for Continuing Education

INTRODUCTION
Section 109 of the Higher Education. Act of 1965 provides that the National

Advisoty Council on Extension and Continuing . Education
"* .shall review the administration and effectiveness of all federally sup-

ported extension and continuing education programs, including community service
programs, make rcontmendations with ropect thereto, and make annual reports
* * * taf its findings and recommendations * * * to the President."

This report constitutes the annual review required of the Council: an exam-
illation of the Federal involvement in extension, continuing education, and
community service programs.

This Federal involvement is massive, whether described in terms of Federal
dollars spent. educational institutions involved, persons directly affected, 1ar com-
munities served. It is an involvement which has grown rapidly over the past decade
without having been given a conscious sense of direction. It is the result of many
different laws. administered in many different ways by many different departments
and agencies of the Federal Government. Yet thew are some common strands which
explain what exists and which help reveal both strengths and deficiencies.

_ The Nexus
The one common denominator for the entire range of Federal activity in

extension and continuing education call be simply stated. It is the provision of
Federal dollars for use by ingitutious ki,ther education in providing to individuals
and communitiec Move wrvilev fete tititiol ak being Auffiriently important to the public
interest to warrant come degree of public financial support. The ways in which these
dollars are provitktl. the' IlleeeSe% tier Ulrich they an spent and the impact they
achieve in the public interest are therefore all central to our concern. 0

s$7. ,*7 t



AN OVERVIEW

Through program of extension, continuing ettpra-
lion, and community service. the resources of higher
education are being applied to the problems of !wetly.
crime. drug aim. e. health tam. and environmental deg-
radation. imiarog others. This involvement is funda..
mentally changing the university's traditional self-
image and its role in soiety..

Although proof is elusive. this involvement is almost
tertainly Inning fundamental effects on warty ever.
aspect of American life.

The basic purpose of this Council is to pet ways
in which this Ftleralunivrsity patnershy can hr
improved for the benefit of the American people.

Scope
In examining the broad range of activity through

federally supported programs of extension, continuing
education. and community service, we find some 212
distinct pm ograms. with an annual cost of nearly $4
billion. We also find that touch can be done width,
the Federal Government and within universities to
imploye the administration and the effetiwness of
these pH wants.

For IiIirposi of our review. we delimit. programs of
extosion. continuing education. and community serv-
ice in this way: Those federally funded programs
which freers ide higher education. usually on a part-
time basis for adults: or which through research
appliation. institutional activities, and technical
assistance use the resource's of higher education in
support of community efforts to mitigate societal prob-
lems. Imitated also are those Federal progrnms which
support nigher educational opportunities for adults
who an' returning for full-time study after a sub-
stantial br,ak in the normal educational process.

Multiplicity of Programs
sivcitican, we find a pronounced tendency to leg-

islate acrd fund these programs as discrete entities. This

has led to ereation of many programs with similar or
Mated purposes, administered by different depat-
ments and agencies. Such a multiplication of programs
spread across many agencies makes coordination,
planning, and effective use of university resources
vastly more difficult.

Legislailve Lifespans
Much of the legislation establishing these programs

has a lifespan of 5 years or less. *bile there am valid
reasons for this. long-range planning. effective admin-
istration, and achievement of long-terns goals are
hampered within the t kwernment and within the Utli-
versity because of .uncertainty.. about _the continued
existence of these programs.

Lack of
Policy

We also find that there is no rotenone policy gov-
erning use of university resources by Federal agencies,
no central agency with primary responsibility for re-
lating to institutions of higher education, and too few
coordinating mechanisms designed to assure that the
many programs of the Federal Government constitute
a coherent whole. Under such conditions, duplication
of effort and contradiction of purpose an hard to
.:void.

Need To Strengthen
Institutions

Finally, we recrIgnite that despite increasingly heavy
reliance on colleges and universities to assist in the
solution of community problems. and despite increas-
ingly heavy fund outlays for this purpose, little has yet
been done by the Federal Government to strengthen
the capacity of institutions to serve Federal program
purposes. Instead, the Federal Government has typ-
i4 ally used the existing quality of institutional re-
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sources and the existing structures for their delivery,
This approach differs markedly (nun Federal programs
in space anti research which emphasized nintrading of
institutional capabilities.

These difficulties are generic to the present legisla-
tive base and administrative structure under which
these programs operate, In more detailed form. we
have cited and examined these difficulties in our two
previous annual reports. Over the past year, however.

new difficulty has heroine apparent and warrants
some special scrutiny.

Revenue Sharing

In our Seventh Annual Report, we endorsed the
concept of revenue sharing with the qualification that
rare he exercised in de.iding which categorical pro-
griMIS should remain intact when transitions to reve-
nue-sharing app.oaches .1ccu. Events of the past year
indicate that the straightforward replacement of cate-
gorical programs with special revenue-sharing meas-
ures poses problems of such complexity that further
reexamination of this issue is required.

We remain strong'y supportive of the objectives and
purposes of the President's revenue-sharing ap-
proaches: however with respect to programs of ex-
tension. c (miming echwation, and community service
we earnestly reroinniend that two considerations !nark
the implementation of that effort.

flea. if a categorical program is itedaed a failure,
it he eliminated as a failure on the merits of the
case. Revenue sharing should not he used as a
dews ex niachina to eliminate programs by the
hack door route. Rather. the test should be
whether revenue sharing can he a means for pur-
suing sound tranams through new processes of
decision and action.
Second. for many purposes we must remain a
single nation lather than a collection of States.
Pollution of the air is a problem for all. Crime
recoanites no State boundaries. Problems of un-
emplca nwn ran better be caunterer: at the na-

mal level rather than at State .end local levels.
Poverty in Louisiana is as much a problem for
America as it is for the State. Unless revenue-
sharing aprnaches recitative tuis, they will be
less a victory for decentralization and popular
contml. and more a defeat for national solidarity.

We feel that then- has been too much had rhetoric
associated with revenue sharing. Our key concern is
that the conditions under which special revenue char-
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ins may operate could he so drawn that local and State
determinations are not really allowed to prevail, and
that the result may be so diluted that neither Federal
goals and objectives nor State and local goals and
objectives are properly influential.

Nfany of the extension and continuing education
programs begun as categorical Federal grant activities
deserve to he continued, either in their current form
or under revenue sharing. The need for these programs
continues, and the funds to meet these needs should
continue to be available, whether they are adminis-
tered as categorical grants or a feature of a revenue-
sharing package.

In short, while we are concerned with how programs
are operated and administered. we are more concerned
about the availability and relevance of these programs
in terms of meeting public needs and providing public
services.

To examine this concern from the perspective of
concrete program activity, we chose this year to focus
our attention on six arras of important activity in ex-
tension and continuing education. These are: (1)
Health care (2) continuing education for tezthers,
(3) continuing education for social torkers. (4) pro-
grams for minority businessmen, ( 5) cultural pro-
grams, and (6) programs of education and training
for public service. A summary of our review of each of
these program arras is contained in the appendix to
this report.

Health Care
The Federal involvement in the expansion of the

health care system has increased substantially in recent
years. One-third of the 212 Federal programs of exten-
sion and continuing education fall into the general
category of "health services."

This Federal involvement uses the resources of insti-
tutins of higher education to serve three basic pur-
poses: (1) To support bask biomedical research, (2)
to develop medical and health manpower, and (3) to
extend the benefits of health care to Invader segments
of the American population.

Through such legislation as the Social Security Act,
which supports the medicare and medicaid programs,
the Federal ti overnment has provided the means
through which large segments of the American popu-
lation can obtain health care services. This has created
a demand for health services greater than the existing
research base and the available medical manpower
pool can provide. Of particular concern to this Council
is the extension of that ieseanl to practitioners pro-
viding health care and the availability of continuing



education progiams to expand and improve the man-
power poet!.

need tot' t ont timing elueation is apparent at all
levels of the health professions. This need stems from
sser.t1 fatrs. but especially form the insisterwe that
the quality eel the health professions be Inininained on
.t par (with tIV knowledge and new ttle-41gs. c:on-
tinning education is vital also as an essential com-
ponnt of avert' upgrading among many health--
related occupations. and as an essential response to
meet the expanding and changing responsibilities of
the health proiessions themselves.

There is today an unprecedented interest within
0i -se professions to reexamine the continuing edua-
tion needs of their menthrs and to use the licensing
and certification ptocess as ways to insure that their
ineniis se ill continue their education and increase
then prfssilenal colitpetence..

FederallY %Lippe wird programs of continuing edua-
tion in lealth and medicine therefore serve a clientele
t;riu!t with well-clef it'll! heeds and interests. as well as a
I %shit b believe, strongly in continuing educa-
tion a. .t nessaiv corollary to maintaining proles-
sional skills and standards.

Sitni1.ii h . through rye itial I I 'mina! programs.
twighboilusql health clinics. area health education
centers. feeler:illy supleortd prograi is are seeking inno-
vative %ea.. to transfer the benefits of a university-
'aed biomedical research industr to those who are
most in tired of such benefits. The developmnt of
thew community-based health care facilities is a vital
Imo of the Federal strategy to extend health care to
xpanding portions of the .tiirricatt population, and is

reflection of .t Federal determination to help design
and implement a health cat delivers system that swill
dispense efficiently bask health services to individuals
and communities.

Continuing Education
for Teachers

in the past. Federal interest in teacher training cen-
tered eel %upon t eel pieservice training of teachers to
meet the professional manpower needs of all levels
of the educational from elementary education
to the mike' iiity piestgradnate level. The magnitude
of Federal (tallest has greatly diminished in recent
Bears. primarily as a result of leveling student enroll-
tt.etas and, cseosquently. lower institutional man.
power needs.

A. ;I rsnit. Federal stipitolt for teacher training
is now shiftim: from prserice training to insrice
tiaining: ft( an Kt educing co eater numbers of teachers

to improving the quality of teachers already employed.
Continuing education is therefore becoming a more
inipeertant element in the Federal Government's con-
cern with quality education.

Coupled with this concern is mounting public pres-
sure for the teaching profession to static! accountable
for performance within the classroom. We regard this
tread as both healthy and important. We do not be-
lieve that academic freedom should provide a san-
tuary for ineptitude: conversely we believe the public
can and should demand excellence from those public
servants who choose a teaching career. As a mutt.
we strongly favor an increase in continuing educa-
tion programs for teachers and support the redirec-
tion of Federal assistance' from preservict to inservice
training of the teaching profession.

Continuing Education
for Social Workers

Federal support for the continuing education of
social workers is being sharply curtailed except for
those categories of social workers who have' some
direct affiliation with health service. Continuing edu-
cation programs for those categories of social workers
which are more closely identified with the nonclinical
social action programs have all but disappeared.

'Mere are 185.0(10 professionally trained social
workers in the United States. The spate of new social
pl ograms. created within the past decade, was not
matched by a commensurate growth in the num-
bers of professionally trained social workers. Nearly
6tt percent of our professionally trained social workers
today have been active for two decades or more.

Social programs have undergone dramatic change:
professional social workers, as a group. have been
practicing for a telativel long period. It is not sur-
prising. therefore, that over 7!i permit of practicing
social workers have indicated in a recent survey that
they participated in continuing education activities
within the past :1 years. In that same survey. "con-
tinuing education" outranked all other categories
identified by social workers as an area of major pro-
fessional need. Of the 86 professional schools in social
work. 63 hate now established fistulal pograms in
continuing (bw:one:I.

Concurrently. most of the persons drawn into the
expanding social programs generated during the 1960's
were not professionally trained. They were selected
for their en.husiasm, their racial identity or simply
their availability to fill organizational vacancies.
Equipping these persons with the formal training to
supplement their job-gained exitience constitutes
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another and critically important contiuing educa-
tion need within the lotati field of social work.

Programs for Minority
Businessmen

The Fri !eral investment in expanding anti strength-
ening minority Artiriptition in Iniine's irtiiiireS all

stronger emphasis on education. training. and ;ini.
cal ,osistance for minority busines.stiten; The Federal
effort has youcentrated on providing capital for minor-.

business growth. anti his placed too links emphasis
management assistance :04 ail 40toliiiry to

the entails and survival of suelt businesses. The result
has hecti .t high failme ratts anti a growing disettelmnt-
ment with the program.

There is no simple ressietiv. An infrastructure. ti(
sounti .ointstsling. training in business practice. and
readily avaikshlt technical assistance during he first
critical %ars of a 1:s.sw business needs to he treated at
many points throughout the country. While the Fed-
eral t aweintricist can take the ;cad in ereating such an
infrastrus tine, the active otamstatit, of hauling in-
stitutions and institutions of higher education is
nap: i red.

Ve belitat that colleges anti universities have a
unique tua snit:nit y for public service in wkition to
Federal programs for minority businessmen. 1iy ex-
tnding technical assiitaitt, anti by designing relevant
programs of training for minority entrepreneurs, in-
stitutions tEf higher education can iilay a critical role in
fostering forms of social change tallish teoulti hiint
mitt tfi q e actively into the mainstream of .tnert-
t.lo et etlie Milt' life.

Cultural Programs
Federal support for the arts and humanities repre-

sents one the most rapidly expanding activities elf
the Federal t knrnment. Largely as a result of the
creation of the National Foundation on the Arts and
the fluntanities in 1965. the (kis-eminent has assumed
a ma iar t sponsibilits in areas that it previously as-
sumed to be the special samisens of the private sector
and inch philanthropy.

Federal support for the foundation m fiscal vear
1473 annamted to $43.6 million: a sear later. the
fontalation was authorinal a budget of $115 million.
thus making the Federal t ;Enrolment the largest single
patron of the arts anti the humanities. Despite the
magnitude of these sums. the Federal

set's itself as only a partner with other
ins:Until tn. and individuals in providing sorely needed
minim lit toe ultitral ae tivities. and has inundated State
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grant programs and statewide advisory councils to help
311114Viiielit that slew.

Through the National Endowment for the Arts, the
National Endowment for the Humanities. and other
Federal agencies, significant efforts art' underway (1)
To provide general support to enable artists and hu-
manists to practice their disciplines, and (2 to relate
the arts and htlitiatiitit's in contemporary affairs and
community problems. In the latter instance, both en-
dowet ents. have initiated programs that support the
PartiiPatim of artists and humanists to aid the gen-
eral public to understand public issues mom hmatil
and to help connstunities resolve their social and mo-
noliths itrohlettar.

Education and Training
for Public Service

The Federal Government. on behalf of its military
and civilian work fort e. is a major producer and con-
stainer of Continuing education. Since the enactment of
the thwertunent Employees Training Act of 1958, an
expansion and improvement of education anti training
for the' Federal civil service has occurred. Through its
own programs of education anti training, as well as
through expanded use of colleges and universities, the
Feder.il Government is seeking to insure that its em-
ployees remain abreast of new knowledge, skills, and
tehmtitaties.

military departments leave long ago established
it strong concern for education and training of mili-
tar personnel. Through a vast and intcreonneeted
network of educational facilities, they ponitir profes-
sit tnal education and tecimival training which meets
high standattis of excellence In addition the military
departments have enituraged.and supported extensissa
involtement its university continuing education pro-
grams ihr the effort to int tease the educational attain-
ments of persons in military service.

Institutions of
Higher Education

In the final analysis. the success or failure of fed-
erally supported programs of extension, continuing
education, and g`t1 has hinges on the per-
formance of participating colleges and universities.
Tins quality of their performant is. us turn. depends Ott
it nundxst tel interrelated factors.

Interest
Hitch interest in community service and continuing

education has been packed disparate events which
have coincided in time. 'rise leveling or decline in stu-



rriollmnts at many colic is and universities has
teleasetif.i. ie% alit! fat 1111% it"40111( is S% hid% are being

flied t. t cintlittnine ethtt ation and totinittittity
serVice.

Participation in !og:anis of extension. continuing
edit. ation. and corm:limits seivice is thtefor vietyctl
.is an incrasinuly atiractise aspe.t cif institutional

Nontraditional Approaches
An increasing number of olk..ges and universities

base made special efforts to redesign their traditional
educational offerings and their traditional degree re-
quirmnts in order ter better secs ice the part-time stn-
dent. The ads min Of the external degree. the rompres-
sin of semste-loirg courses into a perind of several
clays and the rise of various college level "equivalency.'
IVlinii1;111011S have revitalized interest in continuing
education. By an imaginative array of means--
counseling. s...itninatioti. formal courses. travel. and
work experienc e arrictie them Many institutions are
iiioneriiiie the ,oncepts of "an individual curricu-
lum": that is. .t program of individual learning which
suits the need of .t particrilar student while meeting
academic tests of suflicicney for the award of a bac-
( alaurete cleere.

Bet mid this. elands. new itistittitins. repreSenting
major dep.,' 1111 e 1E41 I hadilit bli. have hem etc:AC(1 to
till the growing need in 41nd-int:int! education. Among
these. F:tupire State College a part of the university
".trill of fill Stair tot Xi% York is d.aonstrating the
kinds of ttexibilities and edtu principles hest
soiled to the adult who seeks eclue:Aional tiriclintnt
.titti ac .ttleinic t I edentials.

Summary
These des riot anon. give en. calertfine; testimony to

the glom!r atul titahtt of the eon:inning education
field .1, sites ial tribute is clue to the thouauls of indi.

limar.eds of academic institutions. and the
limited number of I 111114Lition. anti prhNsit assn.
riatilitis which h.n made possihh these advances and
which ale pi( withing stinv hos for further progress.
sitirilitrb. tie irc,t0ii %e iffid 34 knowledge the crucial
role of Federal le ;islation and dollars in providing the
opisarmlits. and the resources wide!) enable educa-
tional iistitutins to sent community intetests and the

otilii nerds of

Feedback Effect
Not mans seats ago. a matked tendency existed to

make sharp distin, dons between an institution's basic

irsponsibilities to full-tim students and its commu-
nity sect he activities. "I'lw two efforts were perceived
as unrelated and pethaps competitive. As more and
mote institutions have become MOW deeply inolVed
ins eolltinunity service. they find that this involvement
in the world mound them produces }earnings which
can be fed back into the normal curriculum. Mende
community service is not simply a one-way flow of
extending university 1's-strums to serve' public needs.
Vhat is consistently gained by the faculties involved
is in sight, perspective, and relevant experience in
the realities of public problems. These gains are hn..
poising otampus teaching atxi research in hundreds
of institutions today.

Increases in Part-Time Students
For the past 3 years. the numIr of part-time sm-

arms attending institutions of higher education has
exceeded the number of full-time students. The part-
tim students, however. still remain the stepchildren
of higher education. Their tuition payments are often
proportionally higher than those of full-time students.

Most of these part-time students are working adults.
but the differences implicit in this are sometimes not
taken sufficiently into account and they are exposed
to teaching techniques and materials traditiorially
found appropriate for juveniles. Classes are still too
often scheduled for the convenience of the institu-
tion anti its faculty. not for the convenience of the
adult student. Federal student assistance programs
are still strongly biased! in favor of the full-time stu-
dent. liossi ver. this neglect of the part-time student
shows definite signs of change.

Evaluation of the
Title I (HEA) Program

No report of this Council would be complete with-
out a specific mention of the community service pro-
eam established under tide I of the Higher Educa-
tion Act. Over the past year, we have been conducting
a nationwide review of the title I (HEA) program as
mandated h the Education Amendments %et of 1972.
In concert w ith the consulting firm of Peat. Mar-
wick. Mitchell & Co.. we are reviewing title I proj-
ects in approximately 30 States. The purpose of these

reviews is to detennine which projects represent the

most effective use of title I funds. In this regard,
we are seeking to establish, on the basis of certair
teria of soccess, the kinds of project activity which
best express the purposes of the tide I /yogi am.
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'tt. lta%e submitted to the concerned congressional
t onntiittees tInee itttt r Mt ',fogies. reports on Of. 1r CV31-

11.111013. ltt ill.(' I It is, WI /IA% 1. th'ittltt the frame-
stotk within which the is being condtictetl,
kite gn en examples ill title f acti% ities hick are

8

illustrative of major imues affecting the program, and
haw offered some tentatise conclusions which are now
being examined in depth as we pnweed with data
gadwring and analysis. We expect to present our final
report to the Congress on March 31, 1975. LI
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RECOMMENDATIONS

I

Because of the accelerating rate of medical and
scientific development, the medical profession within
the past decade has given substantial support to the
emergence of continuing medical education programs,
especially at the postgraduate level. These programs
are largely technical in nature and are designed pri-
marily to help prevent professional obsolescence and
to maintain the currently acceptable standards of
ncedical practice.

At the saint time. and largely as a result of Federal
initiative, access to medical care has been increased.
most notably among the poor. the ethnic minorities,
and the disadvantaged. Although the technical com-
p etence of the health care provided to these indi-
viduals should he no less or greater than the technical
competence of the health care provided to others, it
is our obsetvation that treatment may he improved
significantly if more physicians and their staffs are
familiar with tilt' distinctive mental, social. and envi-
ronmental pressure s which often complicate the deliv-
ery of health care to such individuals.

We recommend that the Federal C,overnntent
support and encourage teaching institutions to
design and implement continuing education
programs that enhance the physician's under-
standing of the special health care needs of the
poor.

II
Through medicare, medicaid, and similar programs,

the Federal (Internment has played a major role in:
Increasing the public demand for quality health

care. and i 2) providing the financial assistance to pay
for .tut It tan'. Much of this Federal activity has °c-
c ncced abruptly and with inadequate forethought to
die effect, it w (mid have on the allocation of health
t Mt'

The straining of these resources has called attention
to the need for the rapid development of continuing
medical education programs, and the upgrading of
individuals in the allied health professions. In the past,
Federal agencies have generously supported medical
educ. ion: they have not been equally as generous in
the support of the allied health fields.

This Council is concerned about the status of those
in the allied health professions, particularly in light
of the facts that: (1 ) Individuals in these fields are
increasingly needed for the effective delivery of health
care services, and (2) these professions have tradi-
tionally provided an entry point for disadvantaged
and minority groups into the medical and health
professions.

We recommend that the Allied Health Profes-
slow Personnel Training Act and the Regional
Health program be reauthorized to help main-
tain and raise the standards of practice of those
in the allied health fields.

III
A total of 86 percent (17 million) of the American

population over the age of 65 suffers from chronic
disease. These persons make greater use of health care
facilities; require more substantial attention of health
care personnel: and at the annual average rate of $800,
pay more for health care services than do others below
the age of 6.5. In addition, the aging comprise the
majority of those committed to mental institutions and
are the major recipients of the health care provided
through nursing homes, over 40 percent of which are
funded directly and indirectly by the Federal
t ;overnment.

I)cspite these figures, the professional and ancillary
manpower responsive to the special needs of the aging
are acutely lacking, as are lacking the training pro-
grams and continuing education opportunities neces-



sat.. to irkrease the numbers and quality of this
manpower .

i e recognize the special health care needs
of the aging and recommend increased Federal
support for the training of geriatric psychiatrists
and counselors, mental institution staffs, nurs-
ing home staffs, and the personnel of other
institutions that routinely provide care for the
aging.

IV

The Federal Government has assumed an on-going
responsibility to help maintain the quality of the
teaching profession, particularly at the elementary and
secondar levels of instruction. In recent years, man-
power needs for the teaching profession have stabilized
for the first time in decades. Proportionately fewer in-
dividuals are bring recruited into the profession, and
proportionately fewer individuals are retiring from the
profession than ever before.

The majority of teachers in the schools today, con-
sequently, have accnied substantial experience and are
beyond the credentialing and licensing stages of their
professional development. As Federal agencies con-
sider shifting the focus of their support for teacher
training from numerical increase to improvement of
quality, focus must also shift from preservice training
to inservice training at a fairly advanced and sophis-
ticated les.l.

As a corollary to support for inservice training for
experienced teachers, Federal agencies, especially the
Office of Education and the National Institute of
Education. should undertake demonstration projects
toward the development of acceptable teacher (valua-
tion techniques. We view the development and al:.
plication of such demonstration projects as essential
to the maintenance of quality teaching in the schools.

We recommend that the Federal commitment
to inservice continuing education for experienced
teachers be increased and strengthened and that
immediate attention be given to the develop-
ment and dissemination of improved teacher
evaluation techniques.

V

The relationship between local schools and local
communities has c hanged. Increasingly, the quality of
teaching that takes place in the schools is being directly
related to the special needs of the communities these
schools are designed to serve. As a consequence, schools
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are being urged by local communities to demonstrate
a more relevant interest in community problems and
issues.

We regard these as basically healthy changes. They
are in keeping with a broadening accountability by
the schools to the public which supports them. To aid
schools to relate better to community needs, it is our
view that teacher-training institutions ought to play a
vital role in alerting teachers to community needs
through the kinds of continuing education programs
provided to them.

Greater use of local institutional and manpower re-
sources can significantly affect the performance of
teachers in the classroom. By utilizing such local in-
stitutional resources as day care centers, public as-
sistance and family welfare agencies, and correctional
facilities as appropriate sites of teacheAraining ac-
tivities, teacher-training institutions may help expand
a teacher's comprehension of the community he or she
serves. In addition, by supplene . ting regular teacher-
training faculty with part:zipation by local com-
munit leaders in the preparation and retraining of
teachers, these institutions can also demonstrate their
willingness to absorb into the curriculum the positive
contributions that community loaders can provide to
educational renewal.

We recommend that teacher-training institu-
tions promote inservice training opportunities
at such community -based locations as day care
centers, public assistance and family welfare
agencies, correctional institutions, and other
local agencies, and that these same institutions
broaden their programs to include the partici-
pation by community leaders in the training of
teachers.

VI

Teacher-training institutions exercise a major re-
sponsibility in helping teachers respond to changing
professional needs. These institutions however often
lack the special resources that would enable them to
provide teachers with the full range of services they
require. Most of these resources, particularly research
and research byproducts, exist in a select group of
larger universities to which teacher-training institu-
tions and teachers do not have ready access.

It is our view that cooperation between research-
oriented universities and teacher-training institutions
should be expanded. Through greater faculty con-
sultation. program sharing and research transmittal



anti appliaticm, these universities may greatly expand
the ability of teacher - training institutions to provide
teachers with a fullt and more timely response to their
professional needs.

We recommend that Federal support en-
courage the transmittal of relevant research
from major research universities to teacher-
training institutions through appropriate con-
tinuing education and extension services.

In rer.em years, the Federal Government has made
substantial cutbacks in Federal support for social work
training programs. This has seriously affected the abil-
ity of schools of social work to produce the manpower
needed, particularly in the areas of health assistance
nut health maintenance.

Despite these manpower training reductions, Fed-
eral legislation to support anti expand the health care
delivery system has grown significantly. Social workers
have traditionally exercised major responsibilities in
the delivery of health service and information. We view
these responsibilities as positive and constructive and
anticipate that they will be expanded as a result of the
Health Maintenance Organizations Act and other
Federal health-related legislation.

We recommend that F..deral manpower train-
ing programs for professional social workers be
maintained and strengthened to continue their
ability to participate actively in the delivery of
health care services to expanding segments of
the American public.

VIII

A mainr development in social work has been the
rticip:ction of paraprofessionals and nonprofessionals

in the delivery of social services. Although the partic-
ipatin of these individuals is essential and has had a
major impact on the availability of social services,
many of them lack the training needed for effective
performance.

Most current continuing education programs are
:Iirected pritnarily to professionally trained social
workers. It is our view that more programs should be
designed for those who have major social service re-
sponsibilities but who have never been exposed to pro-
fessional social work training. Such training, we
believe. would help upgrade the quality of social serv-
ice personnel: expand a common understanding of the
principles of social work : and help improve the effer-

tiveness with which social service agencies respond to
client needs.

We propose that the National Institute of Mental
I fealties Continuing Education Branch exercise lead-
eship in identifying the training needs of paraprofes-
sionals and designing programs responsive to those

We recommend that studies be undertaken
to measure and project the extent of the in-
volvement of paraprofessionals and nonprofes.
sionals engaged in social work activities, and
that a specific focus of these studies be the
determination of the kinds of continuing educa-
tion programs that would be most helpful in
extending professional social work training to
them.

lx
The ability of ethnic cultures to maintain their iden-

tity and to transmit that identity from one genera-
tion to the next is made difficult by the tendency of
the mainstream of American cultural tradition to ab-
sorb and dilute such cultures. In the process, much
craft, folklore, language, and art are lost.

Those who are often most knowledgeable about the
past of ethnic cultures are the senior members of these
cultures. By providing continuing education opportu-
nities to elderly members of these cultures, the Council
wisher to underline a position which it has taken re-
peatedly in the pastthat continuing education is a
lifelong effort and does not end at prescribed times in
an individual's life.

We propose that the National Endowment for the
Arts and the National Endowment for the Humani-
ties undertake demonstration projects that will train
seziior members of ethnic cultures to teach these cul-
tures to schoolchildren at the earliest level of instruc-
tion, and that through such projects, a double purpose
will be served: ( I ) Of demonstrating the continuing
usefulness of the elderly to society, and (2) of present-
ing and strengthening an understanding of ethnic cul-
tures by transmitting an awareness of these cultures
through the classroom to young people.

We recommend that elderly members of
ethnic groups be trained to teach ethnic cultures
to schoolchildren at the earliest possible level
of instruction.

X
Although the American bicentennial is a national

celebration, substantial efforts are being made to assure
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-nisersits resources base been used regularly lw
Federal agencies to aid in their response to community
needs and problems. This has often led to a pi-mita-five
and positice partnership among universities. ent»Init-
:tint s. and Federal agencies,

We recommend that the American Revolution
Bicentennial Conunission and the National
Foundation on the Arts and the Humanities
jointly promote public participation in the
celebration of the American Revolution by using
university extension services to involve artists
and humanists in community planning of bicen-
tennial activities.

Xt

St hou/. of business management have not tradi-
tion:di\ had special capabilities in the field of small
business administration. and the void is even more
-pronounced with irspect to minority enterprise. In
addition. few schools have had organized programs of
research stmt technical assistance fc tensing on the nil-
not itv Int,intsmati. It is therefore especially important
that institutions of higher edneation be stimulated to
mount programs which focus upon these needs. The
expanilm of minority enterprise requires a network
of educational. training, and research resources which
ran sustain such an effort.

Field investigations and reports compiled by both
the Special Task Force on Minority Enterprise and the
(;rneral Accounting Office suggest that the type of
management assistance extended to minority business
persnns often needs to he tailormade and adapted to
the special circumstances of the business in question.
Nt)reover. such service needs to be readily available
on a tinwh basis and not he deferred until businesses
are in financial jeopardy. Also, the resources of banks
and other lending institutions as well as business and
matmerment associations constitute a relatively un-
tapped pool of expertise which could be effectively
deployed to assist minority businesses. It. therefore. is
essential that both educational and private financial
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and business organizations be (1)(n-chined and become
more directly involved in servicing minority businesses
4,it a t basis and in was specific to the needs
of individual businesses.

We recommend that increased Federal sup-
port be given to a select number of postsecondary
institutions which would serve as resource cen-
ters through which research, training, and tech-
nical assistance programs for minority business
enterprise would be developed. We further
recommend that such resource centers be
community-based and utilize the expertise of
local businesses and financial institutions.

We also recommend that these resource cen-
ters make practical business experience avail-
able minority business candidates through
intern or apprenticeship programs involving
especially successful businesses, including these
owned by minorities.

XII

()ver the past 15 years. significant progress has been
made in improving education and training in the
public service. The skill and experience. developed by
the U.S. Civil Service G nunission in providing leader-
ship to Federal departments in education and train-
ing constitutes an important resource for improving
public administration at State and local levels of gov-
ernment. As increasingly complex and challenging
tasks confront State and local officials, assistance from
the Commission in providing them with advice and
guidance in education and training can have a sig-
nificant effect on the quality of governance in our
Federal structure.

Much education and training is in the nature of
preparation for the future. If it is to have maximum
impact, the education and training cif public officials
must bear a relationship to future career directions, to
the extent they can he planned or known in advance.
Vhile an excellent job is lxing done in training, career
development and career planning have fallen behind:
hence, the fullest value from training cannot rea-
sonably he expected,

'Ilw technical peculiarities of the Federal personnel
system make long-term edtutional assignments diffi-
cult. If more long-term education would prove ad-
vantageous to the public interest, these technical
difficulties should be removed or lessened. At the
moment. it is not clear whether the massive commit-
ment to short-term training is more functional from
the standpoint of effective public service or whether
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We reconmiend that the U.S. Civil Service
Commission in its future responsibilities: t I )

(Ave greater priority to assisting State and local
governments in the education and training of
their employees, (2) seek ways to better insure

that the training provided meshes well with pat-
terns of career development, (3) ascertain
whether the limited use of long -terns educational
programs is in the public interest, and (4) help
insure that training is available to those em-
ployees who can best apply the training in the
improved performance of the Govenunent's
business.

We further recommend that the U.S. Civil
Service Comntission study the military educa-
tional system to determine the extent to which
this model may provide insights and perspectives
which would improve education and training in
the civilian sector of public service.
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SCIENCE AND SERVICE: FEDERAL SUPPORT

FOR THE EXTENSION OF HEALTH CARE

Introduction
In List sear's annual report, we noted that nearly

:tit percent of the 208 federally supported programs in
higher continuing education fell into the general.cate-
gots of "health services." These health service
programs support a variety of purposes and clientele.
involve many different kinds of institutions, both aca-
demie and medical. and respond in various ways to
the manpower needs of an increasing number of pro-
fessioits and health-related occupations.

In theory. at least. the continuing. education compo-
nnts of. these programs are intended, first, to maintain
and impre the quality of health care manpower and
services; and. second. to extend the benefits of health
can. ntorr broadly and equitably to expareling segments
of the American population.

Our purpose in reviewing these health service pro-
grams is primarily to help determine the role that con-
tintline education and extension services play in the
evolution of Federal support for medicine and allied
health. Our interest is not only to outline recent and
current Federal program activity in then' fields, but to
et tiphasize those activities wh!,-11 unite Federal and uni-
versity efforts to extend health care benefits to individ-
uals and to (-tutu nullities.

Primary health can in the United States is in-
fluenced lamely h two factors: The pivotal role the
hospital has plased in the provision of clinical treat-
ment. at least since 191. the year of the Flexner re-
prt: and the American entrepreneurial eommitment
to the ittdipeLltietit and piVatt practice of its physi-
cians. The ability of these hospitals and physicians to
undertake medical research. provide diagnosis and
treatment. and to teach and he' of service' is generally
conceded to he among the finest in the world.

Hut the tomplexity of the modern hospital and the
professitatal spetializatimi of physicians is not always

what is needed by an individual whose health demands
are less romplex and less special. There is nothing
extraordinary about being ill. The prevention, recur-
rence, or acuteness of illness require various medical re
spouses, and despite the reputation that the American
health care system has for its pluralism, its volunteer-
ism. its specialization. it is, in the end, not yet always
prepared to respond efficiently and routinely to the
ordinary needs of ordinary individuals.

Health Insurance
The United States is the only major nation that does

not have some kind of national health insurance cover -
age. Its citizens are subject to serious illness and medi-
cal treatment often at great personal and financial risks
to themselves and to their families. If the illness is
acute. it is often necessary for an individual to relocate
himself geographically in order to avail himself of the
hest hospital facility. And if the illness is not acute, the
same individual may become an unintentional victim
of his doctor's schedule and convenience.

This coexistence of the world's most sophisticated
medical technology and personnel, alongside a health
delivery system that leaves millions of rural and inner -
city Americans without direct ;wens to proper med-
ical attc ntion. is one of the major concerns of Federal
agencies and the medical and allied health professions.

There is a limited supply of physicians, osteopaths,
and dentists; and them is an equally limited supply
of the medical facilities and other resources that are
expressly needed by individuals in a wide variety of
geographic areas. The allied health professions are
severely fragmented and disjointed, with no clear cen-
tral objective and no systematic relationship with the
medical profession or with each other. Health care
costs are rising to the point of becoming prohibitive for
the ordinary individual. New diseases are appearing
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that press for the development of new medical treat-
ments. and these developments in tutu require even
further specialitation by medical professionals and
help to inhibit their ability to provide basic medical
:wrvirrs.

National Spending
The fund,. that are being expended nationally on

medicine and health care are now estimated to be
in the magnitude of $75 billion. The number of peo-
ple rofessioeally engaged in providing some kind of
health care is also substantial and now approaching
nearly 4 million. file bask resources available to
improving health may he inadequate by some
measurements. but they are nonetheless considerable
and provide a Convincing foundation upon which to
construct a better health care system. The question,
therefore, seems not to be the adequacy of the re-
sources themselves, but the effectiveness with which
the benefits of these resources are delivered to their
ultimate. Iseneticiary, the American citizen.

Council Concern
The concerns of this Council regarding: (1) The

quality of the American health care system. and (2)
the extension of the services of that system to the
American people, are concerns that have emanated
from the two preceding reports that we have made
on the general subject of the Federal involvement
in extension. continuing education, and community
service. In our Sixth Annual Report, "A Question
of Stewardship: A Study of the Federal Role in
Higher Continuing Education," we identified and
analyzed at seine length the nature of that Federal
involvement in terms of agencies, programs, and ex-
penditures. To continue our analysis of the admin-
istration and effectiveness of these activities, our Sev-
enth Annual Report. "A Measure of Success: Federal
Support for Continuing Education," focused on some
of the effects that these activities were having upon
institutions of higher education.

As noted in these earlier reports, nearly 30 percent
of the total number of Federal programs concerned
in whole or in part with continuing education, exten-
sion, and community service fall into the general cate-
gory of health services. Within this category, there are
59 Federal programs which variously provide continu-
ing education to the medical and allied health pro-
fession. This heavy concentration of program effort
results from: (1) A massive and recent Federal in-
volvement in extending the health care system, which
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has strained the available manpower needed to pro-
ide such care; (2) new biomedical discoveries which

must be mastered by medical and allied health per-
sonnel and used in providing health care: and (3)
a desire to improve the quality of health care and to
make it more broadly available.

There are other reasons as well. The increasing de-
mands for more and better health care by individuals,
and for improved public and environmental health
measures by both individuals and communities, pro-
vide a strong popular base from which to make such
demands. This insistence at the grwsroots level on
improved health care facilities is consequently re-
flected not only in the budgets of the State legisla-
tures. but in the increasing programs and expendi-
tures that are being generated at the Federal level
as well.

A key to both an assessment of an effective health
care system and the provision of continuing education
opportunities for health care professionals is. of course,
the participation of institutions of higher education
in appropriate service and training programs. This
participation is particularly true of the medical schools
and such related university-based activities carried on
by schools of nursing, public health, dentistry, social
work, and allied health.

In fact, the extent to which Federal and State GOV-
erninents, local communities, and individuals and in-
stitutions of higher education have inutuas:ey agreed to
the heightened priority of a better health care system
effectively singles out "health care" as the one area in
extension and continuing education where there is al-
most total recognition regarding its importance and
urgency.

Federal Spending
'rhe particular role of the Federal Government is

vital. Support for a wide range of health programs is
scattered throughout the Federal bureaucracy. The
American Medical Association approximated the level
of Federal support for medical and health programs
to be over $28 billion for fiscal year 1973, a steady and
subst,nc:al increase over preceding years. Although 24
agencies are involved in this total expenditure, the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. which
administers the Government's medicare and medicaid
programs, accounts for two-thirds of this expenditure.
Three other agenciesVeterans Administration, De-
fense, and the Environmental Protection Agencyac-
count for the bulk of the remaining sums (see table I,
p. 21).



Table 1.--Compariwn of &ell 1973 and 1972 medical-health budgets of Federal departments, agencies, and
commissions

Fiscal 1971 Fiscal 11.172

Disarm tent (If Education, and Welfare 518, 111, 270, 000 517. 635, 048, 000
Veterans Administration 2, 900, 701, 000 2.495, 486, 000
Ikpartment of Defense. 2, 810, 117, 000 2, 392, 912, 000
Environmental Protection Agency 2, 371, 014, 000 2, 448, 400.000
Federal Employees Health Insurance 604, 200,000 514. 200, 000
Ikpartment of Agriculture 362, 196.000 67, 399, 000
Department of State 258, 609, 161 243, 078, 877
Oilier of Economic ()ppm-mitt. 149, 400, 000 154, 034, 000
Department of Commerce. 114, 744, 000 104, 725.000
Auntie Energy Commission 103, 631, 000 97, 686, 000
Department of Labor 99, 871, 416 60, 056, 619
Department of the Interior 96, 624, 000 82, 666, 528
Ikpartment of Transportation . 68, 635, 000 53, 827, 000
National Science Foundation 66, 547, 000 63, 445, 000
National Acitmatitics and Space Administration 64, 100, 000 50, 300, 000
Special Action Office for Drug Abuse. Prevention 51, 900, 000 3,1X10, 000
District of Columbia Government 27. 290. 600 21, 231.800
Department of .justice 12.000, 000 10, 771, 295
Peace Corps 11, 000, 000 11, 000, 006
Canal Lone Government 6.550, 000 7, 194, 000
Federal Trade Commission 1.828, 400 1.511, 340
Civil Service Commission 1.282, 700 t. 232, 800
Attending Physician of Congress 119, 675 113, 740
Selective Service Advisory Committee 59, 000 59,000

Total 28, 293, 689, 952 26, 519, 559, 999

Source: American Medical Association, I'ivision of Public Affairs, Department of Governmental Relations.

Despite the magnitude of these expenditures. how-
ever. the Federal ;merriment has not as yet succeeded
in xpreN::ing any clear national policy toward health
care for the American population.* This need to find
an effective health care delivery system is universally
conceded and is most evident in the many changes that
are taking platy in the medical and allied health pro-
fessitens regarding training-. curricular development.
new to i Imo fogies. and a paramount concern with con-
tinuing education.

*Since. this tv.e. t.ritten. the health Maintrnantc Organira-
tion At 1.#73 sas passed by Congress and signed ;tn.. law

the President. This legislation is a major departur. in how
health rare senices are provided. In effect, HMO's provide

toicliteadvance. fixed-price. medical-hospital plans. p4.5-
..i1,4 euro:ling In million Ar»eric am; in the next years that
will shift the burden .cif health care to preventive medicine
and. hopefully, substantially reduce the costs of health care
services.

Concern for health care delivery and manpower
training as Federal priorities is of recentduration and
only indirectly evident in much of the legislation prior
to the 1960's. This interest is unfolding gradually. When
the U.S. Public I lalth Service was established in 1912
by bringing together prior governmental activities in
medical resean.h, it was rest rh.tet I almost esaitsively
to support of biomedical research, particularly in the
area of communicable diseases, and to a very narrow
interpretation of what constitutes "public health."

Biomedical Research
The Federal Government's recognition of its re-

sponsibilitier. in the health field up until the past dec-
ades remained consequently a highly circump7ribed
one and paralleled closely a similarly circumscribed
view of the Government's responsibilities in the educa-
tional field. As with education, the major breakthrough
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in 1:1.41041 sUppOt for health evolved front an aware-
nss of the need tor cane and better teSeArdli partini-
!Ar its nitro lettitille.

The need for this tesearh logically led Federal
agencies to the universities and especially to their medi-
c and graduate schools. In effect. medical schools be-
came the focus and the beneficiaries of this Federal re-
search dollar. Their biomedical research facilities and
faculties exp.mdd rapidly in responw to Federal pri-
orities. and often to the detriment of the other ongoing
ttaining and service responsibilities of the medical
scitools, As a result, the medical profession's commit-
ment to the basic sciences as the foundation 1111011

which it was developed was forcefully supported by
Federal legislation.

At the Federal level. the National Institutes of
I lealth within the Public Health Service soon became
the operating center for these research interests, with
a host of new categorical research institutes being
formed to pioside a frontal attack on the categorical
cliseases. 'Phis was no blanket attack against disease
per sc. however, but a carefully selected one, with
bean disease, cancer, stroke. and kidney disorders
beading a list of priorities to which others have been
added periodically, and from which others have been
excluded.

Categorical Approach
The "categorical" approach to disease prevention

and control has haracterived most Federal activity in
the health field. This approach has been carried over
into the health care field in such a was that only part
and not the whole of the American population has been
selected out to benefit front these health care activities.
As in so many social welfare programs sponsored by
the Federal t;overittnent. a national concern about
the debilitating conditions of America's "poor" has
been des isive, in many instances, in getting the Fed-

;overtiment to act legislativel.
When loosely defined. the "poor" currently means

only dare broad segments of the American public: the
young, the aged. and the disadvantaged, all of whom
benefit from an assortment of Federal programs, but
most sulwtat 'daily from the medicate and medicaid pro-
warns of the Social Security Act of 1965. To this list
may he added a fourth eat, .;oryveteranswhose
health care benefits are derived from the single largest,
most complex and sophisticated and truly systematic
(kivernment-supported health care program in the
country that of the N'eterans Administration and
its impressive network of medical and health care
facilities.
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To dwell on the categorical nature of disease re-
search and clientet.e services is simply one way of
highlighting the discriminate and nonomprhensive
nature, of present Federal health care programs. The
consensus seems to he th:t we :re witnessing a gradual
but unstoppable movement toward some kind of na-
tional prepaid insurance plan that would reflect na-
tional policies, priorities, and practices. If this is indeed
the case, then what we are witnessing is the culmination
of effects that previous Federal legislation has had upon
the evolution of such comprehensive coverage, and the
steady insistence by even broader segments of the pub-
lic that such coverage and services be made available,
not simply as a need, but as a right.

In effect. past Federal legislation has increased the
demands for improved health care without simul-
taneously helping to increase the health manpower and
facilities needed to provide such care. Government em-
phasis on biomedical research and technological ad-
vancnwnt has outpaced Government support of the
other education, training. and patient care service of
the health professions. By infusing billions of doll=
into the health rare market, Government actions have
also advi.oced the ability of tens of millions of indi-
victuals to ask for and to pay for the kinds of medical
treatment to which they had never before had access.

Federal support for medicine and allied health, and
through them improved patient care, has been spo-
radic, disjointed, and often piecemeal and indecisive.
*Ile history of this support has been marked by an
early insistence on research and technology, an inter.
mediate and sometimes corollary emphasis on man-
power shortages and hospital construction, and, as
legislation in the post-1965 period suggests, a gradual
recognition of the need to define more carefully and
fully what constitutes "health care" and an effective
"health care delivery system.-

Public Health
Training

Prior to 1965, direct Federal support for health pro-
fessional education was designed primarily as public
health training. This included nurse training grants
(1941) advanced nurse traineeships, as well as gradu-
ate traineeships for physicians, engineers, nurses, and
other health professionals in the public health area
t 1956. grants to programs in schools of public health
(1958 ) and grants to nursing and engineering schools
to provide graduate training in the public health field
(1960).



The broadening of Federal stipport for health man-
11("%er 111e42,1am% %a% further reflected in the passage
of the Ilea 1th Pitilessions Educational Assistance Act
of 196'. The passage of this at was highly significant
in.eanctli as it was the fir.4 major support by the Fed-
et.d t ;101Intitent of health professions education and
helped to establish ealb the emphasis on continuing

essential ingredient to irn-c'eint.ttitttt as a rigoroOs and
[noted !alient Cate.

Medicare and
Medicaid

(If unparalleled significance for a redefinition of the
Federal attitude vist-A-vis patient care are titlell
and XIX ,'Hiedicare and medicaid) of the Social Seen-
; ity Alwyn Intents of 1965. These two programs
!trought tot:Alter a number of previous programs, and
although the two programs are often confused in the
minds of mans. the fact is that the two pun rants differ
substantialls in legislative philosophy and administra-
tise sou ucture.

Roth programs extend the traditional "pay for sere-
vs" rach to health care. Ilowever. they do so with

varying iffernces. First. only medicare is exclusively
ciao reined vc iris the provision of medical t are (to in-
dividuals over 651. when in medicaid. recipients are
fret' to determine their own priorities of need and to use
their incomes accordingly.

Both medicare anti medicaid operate essentially on
the policy of income redistribution: in the case of the
fin titer. income font) the vi mune to benefit the old and
in the latter. income flout the wealthy to aid the poor.
Medi, ate requires cost-sharing by individual benefi-
, ureic. and is administered centrally at the national
lee el Iry one intent.% the Social Security Administra-
tion. Nfetliaid requires no crest - sharing and is admin-
istered In 12 State and territorial agencies. each of
which is bee to deteimine its definition of financial
need.

In addition. tnedit .tre's financial coverage is limited.
1.mi:tiling Wily partial coverage to its beneficiaries.
Nfedi, covet-ave. stn the other hand. may be' corn-
ptiliensi% e. Indeed. when the iirogram was established.

"f A++ set for comiktehensite coverage for all needy

let 071:
in hs, al resit' 1972. more than 9 percent of all

%merit ans rt fi i o ere enrolled in medicare. it has
been e-Annated that the Federal t ;overnment %Yin pay
15 plt-lilt of all their expenses for health care for a
total expenditme of $10.1 balm. Another 2 million
h mite family members and others will receive the

same kind of benefits through naxliaid, with the Fed-
eral ( kwernment paving about 55 perrat of the total
cost for a total expenditure of $3.4 billion. with State
and local Late' mem% paying the balance.

The effects upon the American health care system
of nu:Oasis and swiss of these dinwnsions can only be
imagined. Certainly insufficient thought was given to
how these two 'migrants svouki actually change the
health care system. In effect, these programs exacer-
bated an already overbunlened health systent by help-
ing to create mounting consumer demands upon an in-
creasingly more finite and less responsive health care
system.

Science for
Service

In that saint' year of 1961, however, the Congress
enacted the regional medical programs in an effort to
extend and apply the vast research findings that had
earlier been made through complex of research
institute... The KW's were consciously conceived as
change agents in the American health care system and
as a constructive way to translate the rich results of
the decades of earlier emphasis on biomedical research.
As part of this change' agent role, a specific focus was
given to the continuing education needs of individuals
directly in the professions and of individuals who might
be attracted to serve in them.

As the Council pointed out in its Sixth Annual Re-
port. "A Question of Stewardship." these regional
nallical programs were tied closely to the medical and
health-related activities of universities and othet insti-
tutions and succeeded in establishing linkages among
them (consortial that could 7trovide the research and
service base for an impmveo health cam delivery sys-

tem. In this sense, at least. the R MP's were comparable
to the original purposes of the land-gram concept: a
deliberate effort to use knowledge for swift and effec-
tive application to the needs of individuals through the
to/Jen:tints of Goverulilltgli agencies and academic
institutions,

The grwing concern for an adequate delivet sys.
tem as a means to improve the quality of patient care

received further impetus in the tarsi-1965 period
through two other important pieces of legislation, both
contented essentially with medical and health man-
power shortages anti continuing education needs, but
each outlining clearly two separate thrusts of the
Federal involvement in medical anti health rate
develonint.
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Health Manpower
First wa, the I Ivaltit Proies,itins Act of 1966

with subsequent amndwnt iti 110;8. This legislation
incorpiltated earlier Federal signiori for various health
professions and then broadened that support signifi-
iamb to include the th%Ittlatial increasing number
or allied health professions. These latter professionals
sitpnifessitntals and paraprofessionals included were

fast expanding in nun ihers and wen becoming a major
i,ittlivii%ating factor #n1' the shortages of people in the
-st.lei-teti" professions (those licensed to practitv in-
deysentlently: i.e.. plivsidatts. nurses. dentists. etc.).
These auxiliary professions had incidentally received

Liprt in the past but such support Wag most
usually channeled through medical centers or tmiver-
sitv,ponsored institutions and hospitals, where sus!)
funds c (ill(' he and were reallocated to serve oefer
medical iiriorities. Irt effect. this legislation helped to
tie fen the earniarlsing of Ftderal funds for the train-
ir retraining of individuals in the allied health

Reflect int; the (-minims movement away fmtn a cate-
zot appioach to health care, the C:innprehensive
Health Manpower .%et of 1971 provided two major
departures from earlier legislative practices. First, cap-
itation grants were established that would provide a
certain amount of dollars to various institutions on the
basis Of each student enrolled. While thus providing
tegidar opitional support. the legislation went fur-
ther. and, in the words of the .%tneriatt Medical As-
sociation. "marked the first time that there had been
;Intervention h Federal agencies in the internal pr.,-
etain drcisii 0., of the edustinfial instittiticm.."

Federal Priorities
.le'prchtlg tee the pinvisions of the capitation grants.

Fedetal funds may not be released until institutions
uncles take is in three of eight broad areas and
it is the al ticillathai of these eight broad areas that
help, outline the wine fornittlation (*1 national man-
lower priorities for the health professions. Implicit
in set ehil of these pros isi4nis is a concern for con-
Iirminu ethic at if These same provisions.
moirove. :ire expressed independently :Ind more

tly in other Federal legislation.
These areas include such activities as:

1. Shortening the length of medical training.
Establishing interdisciplinary training and the
use of the team approach to the provision of
health services.
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(Such training is more specifically authorized
by the Public Health Services Act through
HSMHA's hospital staff development grants,
and through "Special Project" grants for
interdisciplinary training programs.)

S. Training new types of health personnel in-
cluding physicians' assistants.

(This same priority is reflected in the mental
health training grants. These grants are de-
signed to support innovative and experimental
projects, including continuing education wily-.
Wes, and to improve and expand the number
of mental health professionals.)

4. Offering innovative educational programs in-
cluding those in the organization, provision,
financing, or evaluation of health care.

(Many of the "Partnership for Health" pro-
grams authorized-by the Public Service Act are
similarly intended to develop new educational
training programs, particularly the health
services research and development grants.)

5. Increasing the enrollment.
6. Increasing the enrollment of .disadvantaged stu-

dents.
7. Training primary-care health professionals.

(This activity is widespread throughout the
Federal health agencies in programs that are
generally intended to increase all health care
personnel, as in NIH's health professions
special projects program.)

8. Establishing programs in clinical pharmacology,
drug use and abuse, and in the science of nutri-
tion.

(The Department of Apiculture's Coopera-
tive Extension Service's nutrition program and
HSMHA's community assistance grants for
narcotic addiction and drug abuse support sim-
ilar training programs.)

One immediate outgrowth of the Comprehensive
Ilaltii Manpower Training Act was the innovation
of Area Health Eduatiieftt Centers. Essentially these
Centers were established to train health personnel at
locations where health needs were the greatest. The
Centers serve as a sVStelll that links health service
iirgatiirations and educational institutions in ways that
sere both the student and the surrounding commu-
nity. University medical schools or other health units
join with one or more hospitals some distance away to
ie+vitlr education and training in areas of serious
health manpower shortages and to make available an
assortment of new health can. services.



As these eight categories implY. the availability and
tp iality 4,f health care are Tat gely tontingent upon an
adequate sup! dy vet tratterti !fmented!. in substant ia I
part the 14 continuing educatiim programs. As pie-
s ioush no out' has successfully determined how
many people .tie actually engaged in providing health
,ne. but the figure that is genetally conceded ap-

proaches the level of 4 million. The core of this work
force is. of course. the pitssiciatt: but incirasingly the
actual provision of health care comes front individuals
in the allied health professions.

.ccortline to the -Health Manpower Soun'c Book"
of the Public I fealth Service, the term -allied health"
manpower. when used broadly. -covers all those pat-
fssinal. technical. and supportive workers in the
Ileitis of patient caw. public health, and health research
who engage in activities that supp,41. tannplernent, or
supplena tit the professional functions of physicians,
dentists.4nd registered nurses: as well as personnel en-
gaged in orgattiied envitonmental health activities

ho are exp( ted to have son! expertise in environ-
mental health." t

Allied Health
The allied health professions have been with us for

a nuntber of sears, but the explosion of interest in them
has been a more revolt phenomenon. There are three
overriding reasons for this growth: First. the i"creased
demands for health care services by broader segments
of the public who are covered by a iety of public
and private insurance plans: osond. tne very limited
supply of physicians the traditional slurry of primary
health care: and chile!. the fragin ttati,in of the health
t are field into a number of spciali/d ra.cupations,
each hating- its oa n training. program and health care
testa atsibilities.

Unlike the lohysiciatts wit') trainee! centrally in
Ow Nation's l I l medical schools. allied health man-
power comes frtan no central source and lacks both a
con( laud] and in n1,14116)10 basis. Consequently,
this manpower receives no cow training. is under no
Feat ral tegulation. n'siknICIS to no hierarchy of purpose

triority, and is t vilified lw a still expanding number
highly independent professional and semiprofes-

sit 'Mortal a,stwiatimis. .Xt latest (same no fewer than
22 such ass( wiations have approached the American
Medical Assts iation feet a creditat ion of their activities.

if arnthine, the fragmentation 41f these professions
reflects the t agmentation and specialization of the
Inychcal profession they were designed to serve. There
are. acenrcling to some estimates. 26 categorical dis-
eass. Each disease is a specialty that breaks out into

subspecialties. The categorizations of tl-ese diseases,
and the parts and systems of the anatomy they attack
and disable, dicate substantially the curriculum to
which .t medieal intern is exptised. The doctor is
trained eategotically. lie practices categorical!'. The
assistance he needs to further that practice is also
largely categorical.

A paramount function of allied health professionals
is to aid the physician in extending the benefits of
health care. But the developnwnt of these allied health
professionals reflects also the almost daily technological
breakthroughs in science and medicine. As each break-
through stimulates the creation of a new technology,
each technology creates the demand for a new tech-
nician and dictates the outline of a new training pm-
gram. These training programs may enhance the tech-
nician's grasp of his technology: they do not necessarily
enhance his abaity to work with the physician or with
other health pelsonnel.

The effects that these tendencies have upon health
tare are substantial and visible. The inability of a
physician any longer to meet the health care needs of
his patients simply means that he must apportion his
responsibilities to others who hale received training in
the various specifics of the allied health professions.
This necessity alone has been decisive in reclining
manpower for improved patient rare and in rethinking
the adequacies of the health care delivery mechanism.

Medical Management
The "team" approach to health care has obvious ad-

vantags. one being the more intelligent utilization of
a physician's time and another the development of a
better way to "manage" the actively of health services.

:The delegation of a physician's responsibilities to
a supporting team, however. is done at the convenience
of the physician and in accordance with his needs, and
not necessarily in accordance with the needs of his
patients. It can only be assumed that such a system does
indeed lend itself to better patient care, just as we
must assumeand only assume-- that the emergence
of continuing education programs for physicians is an
indication of the ultimate improvement in a physician's
care for his patient. However, a physician's self-image
of himself and his et] m< tional needs may differ signifi-
cantly from the imagt he may have among his patients.
In all likelihood. his self-image is grounded in the in-
tense basi -science orientation of his own professional
training. aril his belief that any further training should
augment that orientation at the risk of obsolescence.

Patients rawly see their physicians in this light. What
they are likely to see are individuals who hopefully are
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note broadly. i cnicertwd with the state of their general
health. the health of their families. and esti% the health
et their communities. There is a ap here which in
theory could be bridged hy a substantial change in cu-
rent continuing education activities. In practice. the
.ot majority of continuing medical education pro-

er.cros ace techiaslogicalls oriented and reinforce the
iatt's self-imag of himself and his profession.

Continuing Medical
Education

Broadly sp eaking. the emergirtg (imitating educa-
tion programs ate at least intended to bring about
inane% einem in patient 'can% Recognition. of a physi-
cian's voluntary participation in such programs is.cur-
mak reflected in the expanding development of the
AMA's physicians recognition award program. in
w hi, li ,,r 'if t.000 plasiciatts have already. partici-
p.,rod. '1 he ANI.A reports that this new program has
helped to develop new criteria that permit the 4`recog-
nificat of more televatit tapes of continuing medical
educatn in. including self-learning methods and activi-
ties, teaching 4 n,tiltittiolis. participation in patient
care set ie actis and self-as.sesstreent, as well as
iwcialtv 'Hoard preparation.-

In addition. six State medical association% (Oregon.
Atizona. Pennsylvania. Massachusetts, Florida, and
New Jersey now ctr soon will require retain anaiunts
eel e...nsititting medical education for maintenance of
tnetolsa.sltip. Three States (Kansas. Nfaryiand. and
Ntc Mexicw have dt doped permissive legislation
for their hoards of licensure to require minimum
atrunts of continuing medical education for reregis-
trat t 4 the license to practice.

In 'hint. as a corollary to the link are of Federal
fonds to cettain Fec:,lai priorities. with an emphasis
on continuing taltiation and the improsement of
patient 4 are. an independent trend within the 'awes
,fral :Issoiations indicates that increasingly the certi-
li!ation process is being utilized to improve patient
are through medical continuing education programs.

The physician's inc teasing dependence' on allied
health ptofessionals in the delivery of health care has
rechared professional interest in the ecrititment.
retention. and career-upgrading for individuals in
these fields. Traditionally. allied health practitioners
hate been tve.rwheitningly female. which. in part.
has helped to determine the low wages, low prestige,
!end the minimal career opportunities that have so
often liven attathed to these occupations. Consequent-
h. malls. of them. same occupations have been inflicted
with sarving clearers of instability: There is tinusti-
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ally high turnover in mime fields: others have many
more individuals trained in them than actually prat.-
(ice them: their is limited lateral entry front one field
to the next: and. for many individuals. the only way
to achieve their long-tet calm- objectives is to over-
cenne. somehow, their
restrictions.

Part of this is attributable ao the kinds of people
who are selected to train other people, Just as phys-
icians are primarilti responsible for the training of
other physicians. and nerses of other nurses. so too
are technicians for other technicians. Radiologists
train other radiologists and physical therapists train
either physical therapists. Unless one wants to spend
his entire life as a oltv:ical therapist, there are limi-
tations inherent in this staining syndrome that prevent
personal growth. amoaiower exp ansion. and effective
communication among those who are ;wended to work
eventually its a team.

Education' al Expenses
Allied health traininc: is widespread and uncoordi-

nated. In the past..such training has more usually
taken place in a clinical setting; that is, a hospital or
:elated health facility. In the process of training these
individuals. such clinical facilities have generally
turned to these individuals as . major institutioaal
resource and have utilise d them accordingly. This
"educational" activity of the hospital continues to he
a major and increasingly undesirable expense-. one
for which the patient himself invariably end. up
p aying.

Because of the nature of training for the allied
health fields- --there is both a clinical and a teaching
aspect to it.- other institutions have become substan-
tially involved in the preparation of manpower for
these professions. There is a listing of over 3.000
separate and overwhelmingly technical courses in the
allied health pmfessions currently helm offered by
2- and 4-year colleges. The most notable increase is
evident at the 2-year college herd, where there has
!se'e'n a substantial increase in the courses provided
and the students enrolled.

In all likelihood. however. the variety of courses
offered at the 2-year level are limited and are de-
signed specifically to respond to local needs. At the
4-year and imisersit,. level. however. the -..ariety in-
creases. .1a this herd, courses are more likely to be
integrated and citations/rate a more sophisticat.4 and
planned approadt to meeting manpower needs.

Because there is a clinical aspect to this training, and
because liniral training is more expensive' than didac-

immediate employment



tic. training in that it involves equipment. laboratories.
and facilities . tp.tti% institutions are simi-
Luiy whit tart to altso/li the entite expense off traininL
aticl IL'Ilaitlitlt; allied health professionals. One alterna-
tive is clear: the teaching institutions and the clinical
institutions are finding it eyonomicalle sound to estab-
lish consortia for the purposes of niecting the manpower
needs in allied health.

'These consortia Are VVICIVIlt .tt alt ItVelh of training
and lure broad significance for the taathed.evolution
of the health care delivery system itself. This system is
etly ins,* in response to several factors. some financial.
some institutional. some professional and others legis-
lative and scmial. The combination of these factors. and
the depths to which they are teaching in health care
institutions. are liming to make apparent the broad
outline ca. the kind of mechanism that is evolving and
the jilt easingly vital role ascribed to continuing edu-
cation.

Hospital Services
Institutionally. the tole of the hospital. especially the

teaching hospital.. remains central. The teaching hos-
pital remains the focus of both medical education and
tnedia: !-ate. Insofar as medical education is soundly
based in the 'deuces and medical research, there is
beim added to this base a complex of ether functions
which. in effect. link this research base more directly
with external service. Among these other him tions. ac-
iding to the Carnegie Commission, in addition to
training. an,: Reseanli in the health care delivery Sys-
tent : advice to local hospitals ancl health authorities:
liaison with community colleges and comprehensive
toilettes for the training of allied health personnel; and
widespread s) tonsorship of continuing education activi-
ties for health prcklssionals.

The ( %one:zit. Commission refers to this combination
of activities at the medical school .1tospital as simply
the "health care delively" model of external service. A
second fennel they refer to as the "integrated science'
mode:, wherein all of the basic science and social sci-
ence ins:c !tflon is carried on within tbe. main campus
and no, Ouplicated in the medical school. which pro-
vides ticaucly clinical instruction.

It is the first model. botveter. that has most immedi-
at impact on the quality of patient c.ire being deliv-
ered. since it more clearly than the second model is or-
ganized for external ser . !his service is externalized
in a number of ways. First. there is the widening use
and ocppot community-based hospitals.

Community Hospitals
These community hospitals coexist rith the onnnu-

nines they serve and an generally more directly re-
siccaisie CtotiltinillitY needs. In addition. these some
hospitals increasingly serve the Invent-al profession as
the sites at mind; internship and resident.). require-
ments are met. They att also a major site for medical
contiouing education programs. If they serve no other
y.aluahle purpose. onammity hospitals help to alert
growing numbers eel the profession to the complexity of
health problems at the local level. In effect, these hos-
pitals are increasingly serving sites to expand a physi-
cian's training lx.yond his rigidly scientific curricula to
include' nonscientific. and nontechnological areas that
are essential to understanding the full dimensions of
local health care needs.

These hospitals. as well as the more research-
oriented. medical centers, an' concurrently showing
more interest in preventive and ambulatory care. To
that degree, at least, they are also becoming somewhat
less confined to their earlier absorption with acute ill-
ness. This trend. along with others. also indicates a
general shift away front the tendency to treat the cate-
gorical diseases in isolation front each other, and to-
ward a fuller medical response' to the patient as
"person" rather than to the patient as "illness."

Service- Oriented
Medicine

Still another modification of medical specialization is
the growth of group practice as an alternative to in-
dependt practice. The broader the group of medi-
cal personel. the broader the kinds and frequency of
services available. This continuation, then, of group
medival practice. community hospitals, neighborhood
health clinks. regional medical programs, utilization
of allied health personnel. especially the retraining of
nurses and physicians' assistants as pant-medics, and
the' insistence on continuing education at all levels of
health care WM ice. all point in one direction: the ap-
pca ra rice of a network of service-oriented satellites to
extend improved medical care to the general public,
and to distribute more equitably to all the benefits of
health cart'.

The role the Federal f kwernment exercises in these
trends is a broadly expanding one hut nonetheless a
restricted one. The medit:al and allied health profes-
sions are. after all. a very. active part of the American
private sector. Their activities are often as character-
istically comp etitive. duplicative. voluntary, and as
pluralistic as most other enterprises in the private
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sector. Indeed. profit is as much a motivating factor
for these professions as it is with twist other cctutiner-

entetpriscs. If Fetleial legislation is to move in the
direction of itreasing public health measures .or pro-
vidint.: mipreltensiye medical care it must do so with-
out seemint?.. to nationalize the medical profession or
imptiiu upon the independent practice of the nation's
physicians. Some Federal action is regulatory and
designed to protect the American. consumer: for ex-
ample. the Food and Drug Administration, the Envi-
romnental Protection Agency, and even the Federal
Trade Conitnimion which regulates such things as
insurance advertisements . Other Federal action in-
solvs. program support and public assistance: the
hill- Burton Act hospital construction the Compre-
hensis e Health Nlanpower Training Act (manpower
de% clopment . the Public llealth Service Act (insti-
tutional research and community health services) and
the Social Security ,Nct Idireet and indirect payments
for medical coverage', .

Federal Action
Dispersed

The agencies that administer these pograms. the
purposes these programs semi% the clientele which are
intended to benefit from them. and the institutions
which art' expected to cooperate in implementing these
programs. lack a central focus. No single, clear, and
national objective is designed to he achieved through
them. Nor. perhaps. should there he. But the failure
as vet to pull together more coherently the Govern-
ment's ongoing categorical research programs, its sup-
rtort of conmptnity. private. and environmental health
needs, its div.rse manpower programs and institutional
support programs. makes unlikely any final and ef-
fective assessment of the programs themselves.

VItat is very much evident in Federal activity today
is the i.ariet of experimentation that is going on in
imp oing health tare and the health are sestem. The
frequency with which changes take' place in techno-
logical developments. niedical discoveries, and man-
power needs might suegest tO SOMP that this experi-
mentatton is simply a reflection of the constant state of
flux affecting the health care field. Assuming that the
frequency of change persists, it may be some time be-
fore depencialxle health care tuodels, worthy of applica-
tion and replication. are hit upon and receive a con-
ensus of support.

At the same time. the trends toward new models
of patient care and an improved health rare delivery
system di exist. In most of these trends, the Federal
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Government is a vigorous partner: in virtually all, these
trends, the' Federal presence pervades. Then.is not
one medical faculty position in the country that does
not depend directly or indirectly upon Federal support.
There is not one medical school that could function as
it now does without at least the present level of Federal
support. There' are few major medical discoveries of
the recent past that have occurred without that same
Federal support.

Health Care
fronds.

These trends in health care and health cart- delivery
and their implications for extension and continuing
medical and health education appear to be as follows:

There remains an implicit trust in the need for
Federal support for biomedical research. How-
ever. the need to transmit that research to its
ultimate users and henefiriaries is reflected in
Federal experimentation with regional medical
programs, neighborhood health clinics, and area
health education centers, all of which involve
substantial continuing education activities.
Early Federal support of graduate medical facil-
ities and their research capacities has broadened
to include allied health schools, schools of nursing,
and social work, and has been broadened even
further ter include support now of undergraduate
and 2-year institutional programs. In effect, this
maximizes the institutional base for continuing
education programs.
Similarly, there is a growing recognition that
Federal support prie.arify for training of people
in the selected professions is insufficient and must
be supplemented by at least a minimal level of
support for individuals in the allied health profes-
sions, many of whom depend on continuing edu-
cation for their upward mobility.
Early emphasis on the categorical diseases,
although ongoing. is now being amplified by
support of training in nonscientific and nontech-
nological fields. particularly in engineering, man-
agement. and the social sciences, which have
direct bearings on aspects of public health. The
combination of interdisciplinary needs and pub-
li service may help to broaden and externalize
the universities' support of this emphasis.
As Federal financial support for medical and
health institutions reaches the level of general in-
stitutional support through capitation grants, the



toll ethicati4m activities of those institutions. in-
eluding teat hing, tiainine, continuing education,
and public service'. may benefit mote substantially
from Federal support.
Dramatic changes have taken place in the
identifkation of individuals sho are eligible' to
benefit from Federal health care legislation. Early
earmarking of Federal funds for such discrete
groups as veterans. Indians, the aged. the young,
and the disadvantaged reflects an increasing sense
of responsibility to expanding segments of the
,Xmerian population. As the responsibility en-
larges. the capacity of millions to demand more
and better health care strains the health man-
power base and makes it essential that this base
too he enlarged. both through traditional under-
giaduate and graduate programs and through
extensive continuing education activities.
Early support of large urban and suburban re-
search and teaching hospitals designed to accom-
modate the acutely ill has now broadened to in-
clude support of community hospitals and other
local health facilities that %sill extend health care
to Ilore individuals in more critical geographic

arras. The redistribution of facilities, manpower,
and resources in response to client needs also re-
quires a realinement of educational services to
ineet these needs.
Similarly, health facilities ate playing more em-
phasis on preventive medicine and ambulatory
care as opposed to acute illness and bedridden pa-
tients.
Although the physician's role in health care and
health care delivery remains central, increasingly
his responsibilities are being shared by paramedics
and personnel supplied by the allied health pro-
fessions. As the responsibilities of these personnel
expand. their educational needs expand with
them.
And finally, the regrouping of health manpower
to work effectively as a team is providing the core
for a new system of management of medical sere -
ices within the hospitals and health facilities; just
as the regrouping of a variety of supplemental
health facilities around central hospital and medi-
cal school complexes is providing improved man-
agement practices in the distribution of services
beyond these cemral El

RECOMMENDATIONS
We recommend that the Federal Government support and en-

courage teaching institutions to design and implement continuing
education programs that enhance the physician's understanding of
the special health care needs of the poor.

We recommend that the Allied Health Professions Personnel
Training Act and the regional health program be reauthorized to
help maintain and raise the standards of practice of those in the
allied health fields.

We recognize the special health care needs of the aging and
recommend increased Federal support for the training of geriatric
psychiatrists and counselors, mental institution staffs, nursing home
staffs, and the personnel of other institutions that routinely provide
care for the aging.
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FEDERAL SUPPORT FOR THE CONTINUING EDUCATION OF TEACHERS

In mid-1973. under the direction of the President,
with coonlination provided by the Office of Manage-
ment and Budget. all of the major Federal agencies
were asked to undertake a "management hr objectives"
exercise and to submit to the President a list of pro-
gram priorities that each agency hoped to achieve.
A total of 19 of 21 agencies responded. with only the
Departments of State and Defense delaying responses
until their newly appointed Secretaries could help de-
termine what their departmental priorities would be.

Federal Objectives
Of the 114 priorities submitted, all received the per-

sona! endorsement of the President. Of these 144 pri-
orities. only one addressed itself specifically to educa-
tion: to develop options for restructuring Federal aid
to college and university students." (A survey and
analysis of these priorities appeared in the Government
Research Corporation's "National Journal Reports."
Nov. 17. 1973. vol. 5. No, 4b. )

This "management by objectives" exercise thus con-
firms what has already become apparent to man) in
the educational community -that the salad days of
substantial Federal support for educational institutions.
pi.grams. and personnel are over. and that a new era
4f diminished Federal interest in education has begun.

This diminished interest in funding educational
programs ha.- been most tangibly felt by institutions of
higher education. with many research. fellowship, and
other categorical aid programs involving institutions
of higher education being sharply curtailed or termi-
nated altogether. Much of the remaining Federal in-
terest in education, as exemplified by the activities of
the Office of Education, is focused on support to ele-
mentary and secondary school systems.

There are many reasons to explain this diminished
interest. but the three mast commonly heard reasons
are: l p) The leveling of student enrollments; (2) the
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overproduction of teachers for all levels of education;
and t 3) the general inclination of the administration
to control its budget and reduce the continued escala-
tion of costs in most program areas. The training and
retraining of teachers have been particularly affected
by these circumstances.

Past Funding
In the past, Federal support for the teaching and

related professions came primarily from categorical
legislation which was research-oriented, subject-matter
related, and of relatively long-term duration. A sig-
nificant amount of this support was generated by the
National Foundation Act of 1950; the National De-
fense Education Act of 1958, and subsequent amend-
ments; the Higher Education Act of 1965, and sub-
sequent amendments; and the Education Professions
Development Act of 1967, an amendment to the
Higher Education Act.

The full force of these legislative activities is now
abated, with most of the original programs sup -
p ont-CI by them either substantially altered or defunct.
especially the teacher-training activities formerly ad-
ministered by the Bureau cf Education Personnel
Development of the Office of Education. The era of
educational manpower growth which they once rep-
resented has now given way to an era of retrenchment;
and what was once a popular emphasis on the rapid
expansion of the teaching profession has, in the best of
instances, resolved itself into a "holding pattern" re-
garding any further major Federal contribution in this
field.

Federal support for the teaching profession never
reached the magnitude nor sustained the continuity
that many observers within the educational community
would have welcomed. If there is a philosophical basis
to the oftentimes abrupt nature of coagressional reac-



teem to che, ationat needs, it is this: the Federal tiuw!

eminent must do ft91 the IP'4 Ile what the people and
ihir lik alh ItT.klat .*111141( d1P

Fe.deeal investment in the teaching ,Ind related
tfnNtinentlY. ha% ifften been deribeil 114

.1 q/".114. it h hunted ii.....etegorial', leg-
islatie en enacted to achieve. liulitt el .0111 short-term

goal:,
To the extent that .Federal teacher-training moneys

continue to provide Nupport. this attitude still prevails.
Federal funds to train ethically needed teachers for
the handicapped, for migrant children anti for Indians..
for itiNtatte. are still availabie in significant sums. The
Vocational Education ,%ct continues to supply teacher-
training suppon to prepare teachers for the expanding
eareer-miented education market. Teachers for low-
inome. disads apt:eget gown: are supported through a
variety of sources. lint esieeeialle thretegit the 'Fle-
ita.taarr and Seeeendary Act and the Teacher Corps.
one elf the roost congressionally popular of all of the
activities originally generated by the I ligher Education
.e t ttf Itttil and later sustained by the Education prn-
it....ion, Devele element .ttt.

In oilier words, the categorical approach to teacher-
I raining support is still one of the most employed ave.
-news of Feely:al ilevtelveneent in continuing education
al 'the' IteNtseconclary letel. I )espite. the visible disincli-
nation of the Congress and the administration to fund
teat her training activities at their earlier high level,
both the. Congress and the administration still respond
tee the. sleeve:el training needs of special individuals, but
err: a much reduced and more discriminating basis.

Quality and
Competency

t:,1,sitivrimz this reduction. and the fait that, in
!awe Batt. the manpower ti'e'd, eel the teaching pm-
fession have I evti Met in terms of quantity, past and
art, Federal efforts to it o..tse dee quality of the pro-
f,sion art receiving new interest. This interest is most
et ident at the' elementary WO WOndary levebt where
pilot and dertionstratielit ertejects sponse wed by both the
Other of Fahwation and the ree.ently authorized Na.
tional Institute of Education te-t. exploring new meth-
ods to evaluate the actual cotnpetencies of teachers
in the e lassrooen.

Cemepetency-based teacher training programs an'
being developed both within and without the Federal

;0% et 1111It'llt. .1111* titieStil$114 Of what constitutes a good

teal her. how a gea,d teacher is best trained. what meas-
urement, ate most accurate in evaluating a teacher's

performant e. what impact a teacher acmally has on a
student, and how one measures it student's IRTGM11-
;ince and response to a daSSIV41111 teacher are peren-
nial newstions. certainly:. but now, through expanding
rt'detid '441 01 *VA! delibA'Lite 'Oforts an= }wing
made lit .111M% tilltNti0125 Mid. hop efully. pack-
age the allSWers see that they tan N. replicated in school
systems throughout the 11111try.

Tins heightened interest in competeny-based teah-
ing comes. at a thew .when there has been a dramatic
.citatege iii the countosition of .the teaching profession

eSperi:Illy at the 10Wee levels. For the first lime
in decades. the National Education Association reports,
the' perofessieitt his Then' an' proixtrtionately
fewer people entering the profession, and prop ortion-
atelt fewer people retiring front the profession, than
in the recent past. The bulk of the profession is now
a:ieteosecl of itedit whos ages extend from the
late twenties to thensidforties..

These are individuals, consequently, who have been
in the profession for a number of years. who are well
beyond the preparatory and licensing. stage, and whose
edtecational needs are at rs.latively high professional

Inservice Training
in fact. Federal support fur preser' ice training is

now largely a Matter of bison.. It has been displaced
by an emphasis on inservie training. Even the Teacher
Corps. which was initially designed to attract new in-
ttit to the profession to teach in the inner-city
schools, will he altered through proposed legislation to
concentrate on experienced teachers. with specific' at-
tention given to their inserice educational needs.

These inservice activities may take a variety of
forms: Formal courses at a college. short-courses. insti-
tutes. symposia. discussion groups. or special activities
sponsored by professional associations, or by the school
systems themselves, Several ,-stimates indicate that the
ma iority of these activities are notaleinve and non-
credit oriented.

.4 major advantage of inservice training activities
is that whatever these activities mat: be, they can
he in applied by experienced teachers to
the actual problems of teaching in a classroom, In-
serice training programs for experienced teachers an',
in essence, practicums. Preseryire training, in cm-
trast. tends to be' highly theoretical in nature. with
interns isolated from actual classroom situations and
preconditioned to anticipate problems which may not
exist.
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Rising Demands
No matter how experienced a teacher is. there is

substantial evidence to indicate that his need for con-
tinning education is one of his paramount concerns.
As recently as 1970 71, for instance. 61 perrent of the
Nation's 2.1162.000 teachers reported has log taken
some type of college work during the previous 3 years,
often 45 a prerequisite to professional advancement
and salary incrmentation: 79 percent of these partici-
pated in educational activities sponsored by school
systems, and 25 percent in activities sponsored by
professional associations.

Although the proposed revisions for the Teacher
Corps give a significantly central role to teacher reed-
ucation through insert ice programs. many other fed-
erally spotisored activities currently give a less central
role to it. Nitwit of this latter activity is in the form
of -seed" money generated either directly by Federal
agencies or indirectly via State grant formulas to ini-
tiate an innovative or experimental teacher- training
program. As a corollary to this Federal input, many
of these same' programs are intensifying their efforts
to involve universities in teacher-training programs
at earlier stages in the program's development and
for longer periods of time.

This involvement is most welcome in the form
of an increased commitment of university resources
to the ongoing responsibility of training teachers for
the local schools. This institutional involvement has
been expanded recently to include the active partici-
pation of the local communities being served by the
!,hool systems. Many Federal programs require this
t ri -inst it utional hase ( community-school-university )
for teacher training : other programs either strongly
encourage it or give preference in the grant-making
process to those applications which make allowances
for it.

This is not an unusual development. The teaching
profession is, after all. the largest single profession in
the country. Tax revenues are used to support the
teaching profession. The local communities which
pay these taxes. and which are immediately served
by the teachers in the community schools, are increas-
ingly' demanding some voice in how these schools are
operated and more demonstrated proof of the quality
of the teachers employed by them.

Accountability

"Ave ountahilitv- has now come to the teaching
profession. As already indicated. it comes at a time
when the teaching profession. %duo' administrators.
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and Federal and State agencies are seeking new ways
to evaluate teaching competency. Accountability can
be controversial. It has proved to be controversial in
many school districts which have come more directly
under local citizen control, when a public issue has
been made of the appropriateness of the tenure sys-
tem, and where such related issues as professional
unionization and licensing standards have emerged.

The impetus to narrow the gap between local
schools and local communities, and which thus further
accelerates public demands for educational accounta-
bility, has in part been generated by Federal programs.
The emphasis that many Federal teacher-training pm-
grants has placed on attracting paraprofessionals into
the field, and on recruiting local citizens to teach in
local schools, is one reflection of this effort to relate
the schools more realistically to the communities. The
career opportunities program, for instance, sough to
recruit and train Vietnam veterans for the local schools.
Similarly, several of the remaining programs initiated
by the Education Professions Development Act en-
courage the use of paraprofessionals as teaching aides.

As is true of so many Federal grant programs of the
past two decades, the presence of the Federal Govern-
ment in areas where it previously may have had mini-
mal direct involvement comes as a result of using
Federal dollars and programs as change agents in
American society. The efforts by Federal agencies to
encourage greater cooperation among academic in-
stitutions, local communities, and the school systems,
therefore. may simply becloud the fact that the Fed-
eral ( tiovermiwnt itself has moved much closer to local
issues and local institutions than ever before.

Education as
Change Agent

Many of the teacher training programs were intend-
ed directly or indirectly to hz.lp bring about change,
whether that change be instructional. in the form of
the National Science Foundation's impact on the teach-
ing of silence and mathematics: institutional, via Fed-
eral efforts to encourage institutions of higher educa-
tion to work more closely with local school systems; or
societal, as represented by the recognition of the Ameri-
can educational system as presumably the surest route
to providing economic and social parity to disad-
vantaged groups.

Federal dollars have been crucial in expanding edu-
cational opportunities for virtually everyone. They
have been crucial in increasing and improving estab-
lished institutions and in supporting the development
of new institutions. The texture of student enrollment



has changed substantially, at all levels of instruction,
largely as a result of Federal initiative. And so too, the
American teacher has seen his numbers increase and
his responsibilities expand, often as a consequence of
Federal programs.

But in light of these Federal objectives, the teach-
er's role as change agent has not always been clearly
outlined. Increasing the numbers of teachers in the
schools is not necessarily the best way of responding
to the changes bnught about by such issues as racial
balance in the schools that the Federal Government it-
self has helped to ;ntroduce. The teacher's role is
multifunctional: he is instructor, administrator, and
counselor: he is vital to curricular revision and instruc-
tional reform. He shares a central responsibility in
responding to the new demands of both community and
parents

What are the real needs of the teacher? What fed-
erally supported programs help to provide him with the
kind of thoughtful instruction and professional assist-
:viler he needs in order to respond more credibly to the
changes in the classroom, in the school and school sys-
tem, and among students, parents, and local communi-
ties? Who are those who know best how to change in-
stitutions and the teaching profession, and how are
these people used to help train teachers to bring about
such change?

Career-Long
Needs

Largely as a result of changing patterns of student
cultural. environmental and behavioral conduct, and
the evolving position of the school system within the
community. the scope of a teacher's repsonsibilities has
expanded significantly in recent years. Not only have
they expandtsl. but the growing marTower stability of
the teaching profession itself also has helped to give
focus to the career -long educational needs of the teach-
ing profession.

The enabling legislation of the Education Professions
Development Act, which represents the Federal Gov-
ernment's major thrust in responding to teacher-train-
ing needs, originally recognized the existence of these
career-long objectives and even authorised the funding
of programs to help identify and meet these needs. Such
programs, however. were never implemented. Funds
were used instead to meet the legititnate teacher-
training needs in other areas, particularly in career
education; categorical programs for teachers of bilin-
gual. Indian. migrant, and disadvantaged students:
and teaching needs for exceptional children, vocational
education. and new careers.

( It should also be noted that whereas these programs
were once administered at bureau level by the Bureau
of Education Personnel Development, these same pro-
grams have been reduced to divisional status and are
now administered by the Division of Educational Sys-
tems Development.)

Summary
The reduction in status of the teacher-training pro-

grants of the Office of Education is emblematic of the
diminished interest by the Federal Government in edu-
catica programs in general. What "educational" pro-
grams are funded by Federal agencies are intended
basically to meet the noneducational needs of these
agencies for subject-matter specialists. The one re-
maining area that continues to receive intense Fed-
eral interest is the question of how best to distribute
Federal educational moneys in the form of loans and
grants to individuals.

The rationale for this reduction of interest in
teacher-training efforts is due primarily to the leveling
of student enrollments in the schools and the conse-
quential decrease of attempts to attract individuals
into the teaching profession. The profession itself is
now reasonably stabilized. Numerical growth in the
profession has been curtailed, with fewer people pro-
portionately entering and retiring from the profes-
sion than in the past.

Because the teaching profession continues to play
such a dominant role in American society, however, the
quality of the individuals in the profession continues
to receive serious review. Federal and non-Federal
interest in competency-based training programs and
programs of evaluation are receiving noticeable inter-
est, with the view in mind that teachers stand much
more accountable than before for their performance in
the classroom.

These pressures for accountability are not only
emanating from professional associations, State agen-
cies, the schools, and teachers themselves, but as a con-
sequence of the expanding direct involvement of the
teachers and schools in the affairs of the communities
they serve, and vice versa. Federal programs are doing
much to strengthen and fortify the school-community
relationship and arc helping each to establish more
fruitful and long-term contacts with institutions of
higher education.

Academic institutions as change agents in American
society, and teachers as key elements to implementing
that change, have been recognizable priorities within
many Federal programs. Needed changes within these
institutions and within the teaching profession them-
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selves, however. have not tecched in terms of magni-
tude and ttttilittit thv ,state kind (It Federal support.

The hleral atiproath to the teaching profession
and its dettionstr,:ted instructional needs has been
piecemeal and fragmented. Federal programs. operat-
ing dottgh v.trietv of categori, al aid programs. have
hem legi-lated and administered on a short - term, ad-
hoc basis. with onlv limited national objectives being
niet when it was thought they could not be met suf-
ticientiv by State and local jurisdictions.

mewr trained. and with whatever support. the
teaching profession now largely has the numbers and
kinds of teat hers in place to meet the general needs
of tlw educational sstent. Some exceptions. however,
are evident. roperly trained and licensed teachers for
vocational education. for the handicapped. for adult
education for certain segments of the disadvantaged
1,optilation. and for the still expanding network of
2-tear community and junior colleges. are still being
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recruited from the general public or retrained from
within the teaching ptofession.

Recogni/ing the relative stability of the profession.
Federal and non-Federal interest in inservice programs
is increasing. Pilot and demonstration projects to aid
the COmintling education needs of the experienced
teacher are tiring funded, with special emphasis on
those needs rt'fkcted in the legislation now being pro-
posed to alter and nivitalize the Teacher Corps.

Teaching as a lifelong profession. however, and con-
tinuing education as a career-long need, are not Fed-
ral priorities. The interest that has been expressed in
the quality of the teaching profession, and in the forms
of instruction and evaluation which will help main-
tain the competency of teachers. has not yet been
translated into the kinds of long-term Federal support
that wi:l mark as "done" what must now stand as
"work incomplete." 0

RECOMMENDATIONS
We recommend that the Federal commitment to inservice con-

tinuing education for experienced teachers be increased and
strengthened and that immediate attention be given to the develop-
ment and dissemination of improved teacher evaluation techniques.

We recommend that teache -training institutions promote in-
service training opportunities at such community-based locations
as day care centers, public assistance and family welfare agencies,
correctional institutions, and other local agencies; and that these
same institutions broaden their programs to include the participa-
tion by community leaders in the training of teachers.

We recommend that Federal support encourage the transmittal
of relevant research from major research universities to teacher-
training institutions through appropriate continuing education and
extension services.



CONTINUING EDUCATION FOR SOCIAL WORKERS:
THE THREAT OF PROFESSIONAL DISINTEGRATION

In our Sixth and Seventh Annual Reports. we noted
that a distil 'laet titueeetris high 11113111E of federally sup-
ported extension and continuing education activities
focused on social action and were conceived and im-
plmentd in the I 960's. These programs were directed
toward re's( +lying :c broad range of social ills. In sup-
port of these programs. the Congress subsequently au-
thorifd a variety of efforts to recruit and train the
professional manpower needed to operate them
effectively.

Miceli of the manpower serving in such areas as
child and family welfare, mental retardation. public
assistance, poverty. housing. community development,
and health maintenance is referred to under the term
'social workers.- This was then and remains now an

arbitrary and inaccurate appellation. It fails to take
into account the fact that social work itself has been for
decades a self-contained discipline, producing its own
professional manpower. trained by over 80 professional
schools of social work. and subject to independent ac-
reditation and credeptialing. As a practical matter.

most of the persons serving in these new social programs
%sere not "social workers.' in the traditional and pre-
cis wrist of the term. Social work. as defined officially
w the' National Association of Social Work in 1970.

is as follows:
"Social :cork is the professional activity of helping

Troupe. or communities enhance or restore
their capacity for toeial functioning and creating so-
(af conditions aorable to this goal. Social work
practice conists of the professional application of .so-

cial work tallies, principles, and techniques to one or
more of the following ends: Helping people' obtain
tangible rvic .s; counseling and psychotherapy with
individual,, families and group: helping communities
or group provide or improve social and health wry-
ie.c: and participating in relevant legislative processA.

The practice of social work requires knowledge of hu-
man development and behavior: or social, economic,
and cultural institutions, and of the interaction of all
these factors."

These are broad responsibilities that require a broad
manpower base, broadly trained. According to the De-
partment of Labor's Bureau of Labor Statistics, there
ate currently 185,000 professionally trained social
workers. Until 1970, an individual was considered to
he a professional social worker only if he or she had
graduated from a 2-year graduate program in social
work. In 1970, the Council on Social Work Education,
the accrediting arm of the profession, extended its
membership to include graduates of undergraduate
social work programs, thus in effect making the bac-
calaureate the first practice degree of the profession.

Social Work
Manpower

Ther are 86 professional schools of social work in
the country. There are now nearly 200 approved
undergraduate programs, and an increasing number
of sex ial work training activities have been started at
the 2-year community college level. The professional
schools currently enroll 15,600 full-time and 1,900
part-time graduate students. Approximately 22.000
students participate in undergraduate social work pro-
grams. To train these individuals, there are about 2,300
full-time and 900 part-time graduate faculty members.
and over 500 faculty members employed at the under-
graduate level.

This is the extent of the professional manpower base
for the profession. The areas of responsibility that
were once essentially the private domain of professional
social workers, however, have broadened substantially
in recent years. This expansion can he directly at-
tributable to the activities of Congress and the Federal
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agencies in such areas as health services, community
development, and individual pulit assistance pro-
grams. Because of these activities, the existing man-
power resources have been strained and substantial
numbers of other professionals and paraprofessionals
have' been tecruited into activities which might ordi-
!tardy have helm the sole responsibility of professional
social workers.

In programs such as family assistance. child welfare.
and health service, social workers generally predom-
inate and have leadership visibility. In most other wel-
fare agenvies, social workers mar be minimally rep -
resented: and in other agencies, like the early activities
01 the Office of Economic Opportunity, they may not
be at all influential.

Because of their affiliation with the impoverished
and disadvantaged, social workers themselves are often
assumed to represent disproportionately among their
Own ranks inqxwerished and disadvantaged groups. La
fact, over 90 wrcent of social workers are white and
middle class. Only 6.9 percent of social workers, for
instance, are brae k. Social work has also been assumed
to he primarily a female occupation. In fact, nearly 40
peovnt of social workers are male, with that per-
(village steadily increasing as the status, salary, and
career opportunities for social workers expand.

Social workers art' not inexperienced do-go oders.
but highly trained professionals. usually with gradu-
aue degrees. who. as acknowledged experts of welfare
.ystems and bureaucratic structures. frequently ad-
minister vast networks of public welfare and assist-
ant programs.

Through the casework method, social workers have
maiotained a credible grassroots visibility with indi-
viduals and families, providing them with vital public
assistance. services, and information. Moreover, social
workers are committed not only to helping

and families respond positively to social environ-
ments. but to helping restructure community insti-
tutions in such ways as to make that response possible.

The obligations that social workers have accepted
among individuals and communities, and the increas-
int; responsibilities they have been asked to share by
Federal. State. and other programs. have been limited
by the ability of the' profession to deploy the manpower
needed in terms of numbers and training.

Major Challenge
This combination of: (1 ) A professional man-

power base which is inadequate to respond to current
and expanding responsibilities: and (2) a professional
manpower base whose responsibilities are being as-
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tanned by nonprofessionals and paraprofessionals,
represents the major educational and training need
for social workers and for those new entrants whose
activities now extend to social work.

To these needs may be added a third. In a recent
survey conducted by the National Association of Social
Workers, the major professional association for the
field, nearly 60 percent of the more than 23,000 mem-
bers who responded to the survey indicated that they
had been actively engaged in social work for more
than 10 years. Twenty-eight percent indicated that
they had been professionally active in social work for
20 years or longer.

This same survey showed that BS percent of asso-
ciation members had participated in continuing edu-
cation courses. Three-quarters of these did so within
the past 3 years. Over 70 percent of these continuing
education courses were conducted by either graduate
schools of social work or professional associations. In
addition, "continuing education" ranked first among
all professional needs as identified by survey partici-
pants. with "professional standards" ranked second.

In respect to this dual concern by association mem-
bers, social work is essentially no different from other
professions which, in recent years, have experienced
significant technical advancement, changing respon-
sibilities, and increased pressures toward accounta-
bility. Because social workers ate in a pivotal position
to aid in community development, they have been
particularly affected by Federal and State programs
that seek to aid individuals and communities with
improved public services.

Social workers are intimately involved with two
types of service programs, one relating to community
development and the other relating to health services,
and each requiring varying degrees of professional
training. Although these services have long been pro-
vided independently of Federal support, the social
work profession has responded strongly to Federal
initiative in these areas within the past two decades.

Federal Support
Federal support for social work development has

emanated almost exclusively from a single agency
the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.
Within this Department, the National Institute of
Mental Health (NIMH) and the Social and Re-
habilitation Services (SRS) have for years provided
the bulk of that support. The Office of Education has
not been involved in developing programs specifically
designed for social workers.



itt tiktal Neal I1471, SIMI! and SRS provided ap-
rsimately X21 million to social %%oak training and

det elopment. with special Fedetal interest focused on
maternal and child welfare, the aging, mental retarda-
tion. and to a lesser extent) on mus-dns and drug
and al, .4101 abuse. In addition. both Veterans A(lmin-
istration aud the military departments have trained
And tniploVed sex i.tl workers in significant numbers
dad have bad fiLliin* hats' graduate schools
Elf social wank respond to Federal ittitiative.

itt fiscal year 1974, hind impoundments. program
ter nination. administrative reorganization. and re-
gionalifation efforts substantially impeded manpower
development in social work.)

The ability of some social work programs to remain
eloselv identified with health care services, however,
has enabled them to maietain their funding and es-
talish a lelatively high visibility within the bureauc-
ray. This has certainly been the case with the social
work ttaining pmerams sponsored by the National
In.iitut of Mental Health and Veterans Administra-
tion. In both instances, social workers are recognised
as key participants in the health rare delivery system.
and social work itself is accepted as one of the four
-core" disciplines. along with psychiatry, psychology,
and nursing. in the maintenance of mental health.

N1MH

The single largest Federal progratn in support of
social work training is operated within NIMIlls Social
Work Training Branch of the Division of Manpower
and Training Programs. In fiscal year 1973, $13.3 mil-
lion was spent on training of social workers at the
masters and doctoral level. with primary emphasis
given to the training of psychiatric- social workers. In
addition. NI MIT% :ontinuing Education Branch spent
approximately $.1 million fin- continuing education
grants to institutions of higher education. Few of the
recipiets of these grants have been soul work schools,
:net tin grants have gone to continuing education divi-
sins of academic institutions, although such divisions
are eligible for funding.

The Pithily Health Service's Bureau of Community
lealth Seivis'es also provides support to social workers.

In fiscal year 1974, nearly $15 million was spent in
the area of training for maternal and child health.
Social workers are only one of a number of profes-
sionals elegible to receive support via this institutional
grant program. Although no school of social work actu-
ally was recipient of these funds, schools of social
stork did participate in virtually all of the interdis-
ciplinary a( tivities carried out under this program.

The thrust of the maternal and child health proms=
was mental retardation of chiklre'n. Of the 414 indi-
iditals trained under this pontrain in fiscal year 1974,

126 wen- social workers. I he program was intended
primarily for full-tim studies at the graduate level.

final major %mine of social work support is Vet-
erans Administration. w hich itself employs over 2,2t10
social workers in its hospitals and health-related facili-
ties. VA has formal affiliation with every school of so-
cial work in the countrv, and maintains close contact
with them regarding training progrrants and curricultun
development.

Veterans Administration
VA has essentially two ways to provide continuing

education opportunities to social workers. VA staff is
free at any time to avail itself of training opportuni-
ties at any of the many VA-ated health and training
facilities. This is largely an informal exercise, not easily
categorize d. that occurs at every level of employment.
In addition, VA sponsors training programs for its so-
cil work staff at institutions other than those affiliated
with or directly related to VA. In fist al year 1972, ap-
proximately 600 social workers, who represent 25 per-
cent of the social work staff employed by VA, engaged
in inserice training activities. The staff and their train-
ing are closely related to health care fields, as is the
training encouraged by the Public Health Service and
the National Institute of Mental Health.

Somewhat related to VA are the training activities
of the military departments. The Department of the
.%rnn. for instance. currently employs about 315 social
workers to provide health services to military personnel
and their families. Similarly. the Air Force has begun to
ineiras its social work .nimpwer. which now numbers
about 115.

Other iteriodic sources of training support for social
orkers have been the National Institute on Alcohol
Abuse and klcoholisne the National Institute on Drug
Abuse, both in the Dpamnent of health, Education,
and Welfare. and the Department of Justice's National
Institute on Corrections.

Federal Retrenchment
We are now obviously in a period of significant re-

trenchment in federally supported continuing educa-
tion proe,rants for social workers. Similarly, many of
the social welfare and public assistance programs that
have charauterized Federal activity in the past decade
have been terminated. reorganized. decentralized, or
greatly changed in thrust. These two policies, in corn-
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hittation, have created a lessened Federal involvement
in continuing education for social work.

Even in the area of health maintenatwe, the future
of social work support is unclear. This uncertainty
curs at a time when the Federal Government is making
major efforts to extend the benefits of health care to

An terican. I )spite the fact that serial work ac-
tivity is central to many health cane programs, Federal
support for it has been considerably reduced.

The recent enactment of the Health Maintenance
Organization (IINI01 has broad implications for so-
cial workers. Social workers have long been active in
health maintenance and have provided essential serv-
ices which are not only recognized by the HMO legis-
lation but which are required by the legislation in local
health maintenance facilities.

Public Health Service hospitals, VA hospitals, and
federally supported nursing homes also require social
work participation in the administration of health care
services, Increasingly, insurance companies provide for
social services. In a most recent instance, the Joint
Committee on the Accreditation of Hospitals of the
American Hospital Association has established as a
standard that every participating hospital must now
plan to provide social services to individuals under the

care and supervision of trained social workers.
A continued emphasis on continuing education is

essential if the quality of professional social services is
to be maintained. Professional social workers need to
he upgraded; nonprofessionals and paraprofessionals
nerd better training to work successfully in the social
field: and those social workers whose current employ-
ment opportunities have been reduced as a result of
program cutbacks need to be retained and utilized
elsewhere.
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Professional Priority
Of the 86 graduate schools of social work, as many

as 60 of them have instituted formal continuing edu-
cation programs for the profession. In addition, the
Council on Social Work Education has set up the
Academy of Certified Social Workers to provide pro-

fessional recognition to advanced training and con-
tinuing education activities by members of the profes-
sion. Further, the National Association of Social
Workers has designated continuing education as an
ernergin; area at priority professional concern. In
short, the structure to deliver continuing education
exists and the interest and need are high, at a time when
funding cutbacks limit the amount of continuing edu-
cation which can be provided.

Throughout this discussion, we have concentrated
upon the needs of professional social workers. We have
not concentrated on the field of social work itself and
the indeterminable number of individuals who pro-
vide valuable and positive assistance in the area of
social services. We recognize that effective social serv-
ices will depend greatly on the quality of individuals
who help to provide these services but who are not
themselves social workers.

The relationship that professional social workers de-
velop with these other professionals and paraprofes-
sionals is an important adjunct to our review of Fed-
eral training programs. Perhaps a paramount concern
for those who are charged with developing continuing
education programs for social workers should be pre-
cisely this how to relate better the continuing educa-
tion opportunities available to social workers to the
fact that the responsibilities strial workers have are
responsibilities shared with a host of other individuals
not necessarily exposed to the values and principles of
traditional social work training. 0

RECOMMENDATIONS
We recommend that studies be undertaken to measure and pro-

ject the extent of the involvement of paraprofessionals and non-
professionals engaged in social work activities, and that a specific
focus of these studies be the determination of the kinds of continu-
ing education programs that would be most helpful in extending
professional social work training to them.

We recommend that Federal manpower training programs for
professional social workers be maintained and strengthened to
continue their ability to participate actively in the delivery of
health care services to expanding segments of the American public.



TRAINING AND EDUCATION FOR MINORITY BUSINESS

Background
Equality of opportunity is a concept which has spe-

cial applicability to minority participation in business
enterpri Nlinority cititens .own or have substantial
interest in only 4 percent of .1merican business. The

'mie em. how ever, is not mem''y precise parity betwc'r'n
the number of minority citizens and their share of
American business. For of ions practical rei.sons, rigid
application of such a fenttlul,e twilit! he unrealistic and
no doubt unachievable. However. the marked disparity
lx-tt vett business ownership by minorities; and the
majority community suggests a striking imbalance
which has been recognited by the Federal Govern-
ment thnnigh the creation of the Office of Minority
Business Enterprise and the develognitent of a host of
special prourams sponsored by the Small Business Ad-
ministration and other Federal agencies. As greater
Federal effort was expressed during the past decade
to vit. e substance to the concept of equal opportunity,
the business world. as it pertained to minority citivens.
NV:14 also er-ompassed. To date. approximately $4 bil-
lion has been shade available specifically to support
the vino getter and expansion of minority business, yet
SBA reports that the cumulative loss rate is 33 percent,
seven times the 1.1 percent late for all its loan
pt ograms.

It has been venralit acknee+Aledged that business
owntship constitutes an investnir it not only in an
enterprise bin :. th 4 ettnint1167% and the sstem. The
..04 jai %.11111 S Pt!t. a,ttii hiiSMeSCS is

selfvident 1 t tlitN %%lathe the itm-
tnemity and the 4), 5,1% at p, a t.ltatcc ed if business
i. ,t.1.11 .15 its 1/)t1111111 ldlit )1 )01 and accessible
to all a ititens. A I Itifitimillt% tt prsuftuthiv finds
itself 4 tttist,itith 14414:,, sett it eel let the limienit%, which
tends the maileittv t ommistine nit ariahly tat positions
ref ee eeilttttii,. igen %%big 13 /mist depend upon the

414.044'41r fist 4Inirlinsilrfil arid t4141.1 econtrmic services

will stiffer a loss of self-esteem and thus be more vul-
nerable to either disruption or a lack of interest in the
preseivation and development of the community. This
is a principle which is generally recognized by both the
majority anti minority communities and provides an
intim! taut rathniale for developing minority enter-
prise.

The record of performance of minority businesses to
elate is disturbing. As reixirted in both the reports of
a Task Force on Education and Training for Minority
Business Enterinise (September 073) and a recent
study of minority-owned businesset in three American
metropolitan areas conducted by the General Account-
ing Office, minority businesses have experienced an
unusually high casualty rate (even for small businesses)
and are generally in a privations condition. It would
seem that in spite of the $4 billion spent on minority
enterprise, the picture for minority business is still
bleak.

Thi,re air obviously many causes which contribute
to this situation; and the concern of this council is di-

ted to only one segment of that problemnamely,
managenient assistance and particularly training and
education as key components of that assistance. This
concern is justified not only because' of the special
mandate of the Council but more importantly because
training and education have' not been assigned priority
as ways of increasing the potential success of minority
businesses. Of the total amount directed toward ex-
panding f)i strengthe nite. minority enterprise, only $2

bas been spent on naining and educatie,ti pro-
grams. This investment is negligible if we recognize
that one of the principal causes of business failure
imam minorities is their lack of knowledge of or expe-
litWe with business and management practices. The
problem is further compounded by the high risk nature
of Federal investment in minority enterprise- -a level
of risk which give's added urgency to closing this knowl-
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vele:. gap. Management compeft.rwe could ameliorate
the %evens casualty rate among minority businesses.

In pursuing the issue of training and education for
minority business enterprise, the Council has been as-
sisted by the two previously menthmed reports but has
highlighted those observations and recommendations
101,13411 It t'014itirt% MOS( important. We that our
recognition ot this probloin or the rommnciations
that sse pioliese are not unique. However. a concerted
torus out the training anti education needs of minority
business can re enforce the observations of other con-
satall groups; and the Council's support of com-

munity service and continuing education measures to
deal with this crucial problem contributes further to
the recognition that new initiatives for minority enter-
pris are in order. The following represent the more
salient issues which we consider worthy of fuller
s ata

Knowledge and
Experience Gap

Tin knowledge gap about management principles
and practices is a major deterrent to business success
among minority citizens. This can be explained in
part by the residue of educational neglect which con-
tinues to afflict minority citizens. Efforts of the previous
decade. to .educe disparities in educational opportunity
and educational attainment have not yet been fully
realized. and this condition has special meaning if one
attributes to the educational system training in both
practical areas germane to business as well as values
and attitudes which prepare individuals to assume
risks. engage in innovation, and develop the attitudes
required to perform in a competitive and a highly
volatile economic situation. The question. therefore. is
one of equipping individuals with the skills which are
required to operate a business successfully as well as the
emu tins which orient individuals to the kind of be-
havior whit li increases the possibility of entering and
successfully adapting to business. No doubt the ac-
quisition n this knowledge must occur at the elemen-
tary and secondary levels or must he provided through
special plot:rains which compensate for the unwilling-
ness or inability of early education to provide sucli ,A-
periences. Achievement motivation which is deemed
critical to generating a capacity for entrepreneurship
lelas to a behavioral orientation which has roots in
early educational experiences: and any interest in add-
ing to the reservoir of minority business candidates
must consider ways whereby the educational process at
these levels can contribute to developing such an
orientation. By serving this need. the likelihood of pro-
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deicing persons who are potentially educable and train-
able for participation in business is enhanced.

Higher Education
A principal source of managerial talent is produced

tht nag), schools of husineo administration. This source
li.is not been partiulaily helpful to minority enter-
rise. Schools of business adininistration freqm-ntly

gear their training to persons who are candidates for
larger national firms. Many of the businesses for which
minority persons are potential owners are likely to be
small; and small business entrepreneurship has been
generally neglected by business administration depart.
ments. This realization raises the question of what
can be done to direct an appropriate amount of atten-
tion within the academic community to the special
needs of small businessmen and particularly the spe-.
cial concerns of minority businessmen. Some attention
is already being given tee this problem as evidenced by
the Small Business Institute. a relatively new and ex-
perimental program sponsored by the Small Business
Administration. The piogram uses schools and
partments of business administration as means of
counseling businesses which are identified by SBA
as having difficulties. The indicator of difficulty is the
loan repayment performance of the particular busi-
ness which in turn is used, as a case by a school of busi-
ness servicing the area in which the business is located.
The program has merit in providing technical assist-
ance to a select number of faltering businesses and
gives colleges and universities an opportunity to de.
velop a greater understanding of the small business-
man and his problems. However, the program is
designed to handle problem cases and does not ad-
dress itself to stimulating entrants into business nor
does it represent a service available to businessmen
at the critical threshold of entry. Such programs are
typical of the Federal interest which too often ex-
presses itself at a time when the future of the business
is uncertain. The Federal effort has not been suffi-
ciently concerned with inputs which could nurture
the business through its critical formative stages and
give it more viability from the outset.

The lack of expertise in the field of min., ity busi-
ness is obviously a major drawback to a more encour-
aging prof. -time of minority business grow th. There
is insufficient expertise in the field of minority entre-
preneurship which might service institutions ari thus
give them a strong t Arability in this area. Considera-
tion should, therefore. be given to special programs
which will create a pool of talent which e.an improve



the tachint; and consulting capacities of a select num-
ber of institutions that would in turn regard minority
business:veil as a SpCtal t bent group.

Research
Possibilities

The pi, hot' %hit It emerges is one of incredible
ad hot in deciding .which businesses are likely to K
good risks or which offer good opportunities for minor-
ity investment. There is certainly no special domain
which should be carved out for minority businessmen:
:tor should any polies' he invoked whit+ would limit
minority entrepreneurship to a specific area. However,
the chances for investments to be successful might be
improved if research into the field of potential areas
of investment could delineate fields that could he
fruitfully explored by minority citizens. A related point
concerns those special skills and traditions which par-
ticular minority groups might bring to particular areas
of business. Some minority groups have already capi-
talized upon their traditions and cultural background
for business purposes. This possibility might exist for
most minority groups, As useful roles for i.olleges and
univerities wishing to assume a responsibility for mi
nority enterprise are contemplated, these questions
might he considered for research purposes.

Possible Training
Approaches

Generally programs of continuing education for mi-
nority businessmen or prospective minority entrepre-
neurs either include courses which deal with practical
business problems such as bookkeeping and inven-
tory control or are direct counseling programs which
place an occasional student or a faculty member
in an ath isory or technical assistance relationship
to a particular business. Both approaches have merit
but do not adequately account for the vastness of the
problem. Translating classroom experiences directly to
a business dens not occur with sufficient success to
permit thi.; method to serve as the primary approach
to the problem. In part. lassmotti experiences cannot
account for all of the contingencies which may lin-
pirn:,. 4 ip4,n a minority businessman. Also, confidence
is KE' factor in business success: and this cannot be
easily instilled through the usua! courses dealing with
the practical side of business. Certain observations of
minority business training and counseling programs
based upon a limited number of field experiences indi-
cate that direct counseling is possibly an essential way
of improving the prospect of success among minority

businessmen. This is obviously an expensive and time-
consuming method and should he regarded as an ex-
tension of course or classroom activity. What has not
occurred is a systematic approach to dispensing such
service. There seems to be a need to expand and sys-
temize this approach.

Those receiving business loans either from commer-
cial banks or front Federal agencies should be en-
couraged anti liossibly mittired to accept technical as-
sistance as a irquirement for participating in a loan
prot.;ram. Under this arrangement, the counseling and
technical assistance given to businesses might have a
more obvious relationship to the loan received, the
judgments which went into determining that the loan
constituted an acceptable risk, and the financial
analysis of what factors would have to be present and
supported if the business were to make it. Experience
to date indicates that management assistance to busi-
nesses is often given when the business is faltering and
consequently when remedial action is not likely to be
maximally effective. The thrust should rather be upon
businesses which are being initiated and which are
deemed to be potentially successful if certain economic
and management conditions can be satisfied. Sporadic
inputs of assistance given belatedly to businesses which
have already consumed substantial investment are
counterproductive since this exacerbates the impression
that minority businesses cannot succeed. Such an im-
pression adversely affects that confidence factor, both
among minority citirens and financial institutions,
which is already seriously impairing the growth of mi-
nority business. However. arrangements which make
continuing education and training a prerequisite for re-
ceiving financial assistance would allow greater partici-
pation of banks and other lending institutions in this
effort and give them a strong vested interest in the out-
come. It is interesting to contemplate the kind of an ex-
panded role for postsecondary institutions which might
be evolved if training and counseling could he purpose-
fully linked to loan policies.

Accessibility
of Technical
Assistance

It is equally obvious that the accessibility of techni-
cal assistance or advisory services is a factor which
appreciably influences the success prospects of the
minority businessman. As expressed by time Office of
Minority Business Enterprise:

"The plight of the minority entrepreneur is espe-
daily desperate because he may not even know where
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to turn for technical accictance or niaT not feet he ran
agoid it. tt i,,Ipoitant that he he directed to sources
4 ac44tanc,. :lot toil, while he Aetting up his busineic,
hut alp) on a continuing basis f Pa 0(14% provided)
co that help will be available to cope with problenrc a.c
thei. P 0. "A Report to Congress by Comp-
troller general of the I7nited States.- Nov. 8, l973.)

Some institutions may haw an ath antage in provid-
ing such assistance, Those schools which are identified
with a partit roar community or schools which have
community wrier is t'Xpr, might be
singled nut for a role in helping minerity businemes.
This might insolve less reliance upon established
schools of business and management and more empha-
sis on community colleges whose ties with the com-
munity are often stronger, This is not to suggest that
redirecting established schools of business education to-
ward the special needs of minority entrepreneurship
should not be continued. This resource will no doubt
remain important but must be extended through pro-
grams and centers which have community service as
an obiective. For example. as community colleges be-
come more avowedly conunitted to community service.
their programs should include counseling and training
for minority businesses. This is clearly a fertile area
ft or emmunity colleges to consider.

Ira responding to the notion of a readily available
and continuing service. the principle of community-
based centers should he considered. Experience in
other areas such as health and legal aid indicates that
service which is in physical proximity to the problem
and its victims has distinct advantages. The major ad-
vantages would probably be those of accessibility and
continuity of service. Such centers would presumably
have links with educational resources within the com-
munit and would also constitute a vehicle through-
which various voluntary programs such as SCORE I
might he channeled. A focal point through which serv-
ice can be rendered and received is needed if appro-
priate service is going to be provided on a timely and
opportune basis. This concern for a community based
service is pat ticularly valid where one realizes that more
traditional forms of consultant arc not economically
ssithin the reach of many mint,' ity businessmen and
might not even be relevant to their problems. Again.
the stress upon special pro, tn., and structures does
not preclude efforts it o make more tradi-
tional and established sources of management assist-
ance available to the minority businessman, For exam-

Service Corps of Retired Executives a volunteer assist-
ance Drogram which provides aid to minority business owners.
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pie. loans to minority businessmen might include funds
which would be earmarked for extensive consultancy
which might not otherwise he affordable.

Appropriate
Target Groups

The lack of a systematic approach to training and
education of minority businessmen has had crucial con-
sequences for those interested in mountinl: programs
for such clients. Although discursive efforts h..ve been
made to reach this clientele, there is still a paucity of
knowledge about what needs to be done. Demonstra-
tion efforts which test the validity of various educa-
tional and training patterns in meeting the require-
ments of the minority business community should be
explored. This exploration should include distinctions
between programs which are designed primarily to aug-
ment the pool of persons entering the business arena
and those which are for persons presently engaged in
business. Remedial training is presently the major edu-
cational service available to minority entrepreneurs. As
needed as this is, such an approach can not adequately
promote the objective of greater minority participation
in business.

Any review of programs for minority enterprise must
consider the total educational system in terms of where
appropriate interventions can be made to stimulate
more minority participation in business. Clearly the
college graduate who may have decided upon a cnreer
or who may feel more inclined to join a large opoiza-
tion or bureaucracy may be a less likely prospeo t for
brininess ownership than a promising high school gradu-
ate whose career choices are still formative. Programs
aimed at this student category should he considered.
,Iso, the value orientation which is deemed important
in making a success of a business career has to be culti-
vated' at an early stage of education. Therefore, pro-
grams of continuing education for minority enterprise
must include inputs into both the elementary and sec-
onday schools which will instill attitudes and values
which can he built upon later as students make career
choices.

Expanded Role for
Business and
Financial Institutions

Other significant resources to minority Licsinesses
are private businesses and financial institutions. By
meshing their expertise with postsecondary institutions
which do have a continuing education responsibility,
a valuable resource could he tapped. Obviously incen-



them tililst he pit)vidd to make training and educa-
tional pout anis atti at live to commercial institutions.

A harrier to financial Mid InmillesS institutions play-
ing a mote active role in underwriting minority busi-
ness is obviously linked to the probable failure rate of
such businesses. It banks and inisinese tau he sub-
sidired for prii,.tianis designed for suinot littineqlitl
alid it stub pioe tams can have an integral ielationship
to minority hot rot. ers. then the ingredients might be
present for a snow active for irritat institutions
%cinch have onsidemble expertise ti whit-. HY includ-
ing traditional lending institutions and businesses, the
resource base of continuing education programs can be
expanded anti a lamer constituency iiicluded. In prin-
ciple. this approach is a part of the itinerant of the
Office of Mitimitv Business Enterprise but needs to be
eantled.

Summary
Tlw ptbblein naming and education for minority

business persons involves immediate and long-range
strategies which would stem the tide of minority busi-
nt's failure itnd the low level of minority participation
in business.

Iii treatise.: the problem of a high casualty rate
among minority businesses. the Council prefers pro -
trams which ate supportive of the management needs

of minority entrepreneurs at the entry level stage and
at appropriate intervals throughout the development
of the business. Although service extended to businesses
which are in trouble must lw continued, we feel that
to emhasire this kind of assistance is not likely to be
effective if the goal is to produce a larger number of
we'll -e stablisbed enterprises. ( )air findings also suggest
that %twit service cannot be limited to classroom activ-
ities but must include counseling and technical as-
sio,u« o geared to specihc problems. Training and
Vlitat ,Lti021:11 hi' extended and reinforced
through ongoing proiams which are capable of pro-
viding assistance when corrective or preventive action
can !flake the difference between success and failure.

To develop more relevant and far-reaching training
and technical assistance capabilities requires a resource
base which can provide the knowledge and expertise
to mount such efforts. We have, therefore. proposed an
expanded Federal effort which would subsidize (-ol-
ives and universities that would make minority enter-
prise a priority continuing education concern. This
emphasis must accompany programs of a more direct
action nature. This constitutes an initial step in cre-
ating an infrastructure which will give strength and
credibility to educational and training programs for
minority business enterprise.

RECOMMENDATIONS
We recommend that increased Federal support be given to a

select number of postsecondary institutions which would serve as
resource centers through which research, training, and technical
assistance programs for minority 'tusiness enterprise would be
developed. We further recommend that such resource centers be
community-based and utilize the expertise of local businesses and
financial institutions.

We also seconunend that these resource centers make practical
business experience available to minority business candidates
through intern or apprenticeship programs involving especially
successful businesses, including those owned by minorities.
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FEDERAL SUPPORT FOR THE ARTS AND HUMANITIES
IN HIGHER CONTINUING EDUCATION

As the United States approaches the celebration of
the American Revolution Bicentennial, the history of
the Nation, particularly its cultural heritage, promises
to become the focus of considerable speculation by
passers-by scholars alike. From the beginning, the
American experience has had one fundamental prem-
ise. bequeathed to the nation by the Founding Fathers:
that this Nation has both a conceptual basis and an
institutional framework. In their single-mindedness.
the Founding Fathers svere determined to cement the
relationship hetween political libilosophy and political
activism.

The coupling of philosophy and action provided a
Constitution that worked. It also set a precedent for
the value that would be given to the usefulness of
knowledge and to the place that men of intelligence
could play in public affairs. Such a precedent also
helped to shape what has since become a unique
Ameriati contribution to higher education as reflected
in the land-grant concept: knowledge based on sound
research that can be applied to the immediate needs
of a clientele.

Constitutional Silence
Despite the credentials the Founding Fathers had as

men of learning and action, as artisans and scientists,
it is surprising how little the Constitution has to say
about the role that the arts and humanities would play
in their vision of a new republic. Article I of the Con-
stitution grilses closest to hr arhintr the subject when
it says that the Congress 1! "promote the progress

st i . r and useful arts. by se's tiring for htuited times
to authors and inventors the exclusive right to their
respective writings ind discoveries."

"Die constitutional position is a distant one. It is pro-
tective and legal. It is, at best, only indirectly sup-
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portive of what the 89th Congress subsequently spec-
ified as the disciplines of the arts and humanities when
it created the National Foundation on the Arts and
the humanities Act of 1965.'

In the intervening generations between the Conti-
nental Congress and the 89th Congress, with only brief,
cautious exceptions, Federal support for the arts and
humanities has remained minimal. This practice paral-
leled a similarly circumscribed practice toward Federal
support of educational activities in general. Such sup-
port, the Constitution implied, was properly the re-
sponsibility of the several States, at least as far as
education and the humanities, which were closely
linked, were concerned. As for the performing and
visual arts, a tradition independent of both Federal
and State action evolved which assumed that such
activities were more properly within the purview of
the private sector and of public philanthropy.

1 The mandate for Federal support of the arts is Futile
Law 89-209: under that act, the arts are defined as includ-
ing (but not exclusively) the following: Music; dances;
drama: folk art; creative writing: architecture and allied
forms; painting; sculpture; photography; graphic and craft
arts: industrial design; costume and functional design;
motion pictures; television; radio: tape and sound recording;
the arts related to the presentation, performance, execution,
and exhibition of major art forms; and the study and appli-
catit sit of the arts to the human environment.

The mandate for Federal support of the humanities is
Public Law 89-209: under that act, the humanities are
defined es including (but not exclusively) the following:
1-tug:iage, both modern and classic:A linguist,, literature;
11 is t, ry : jurisprudence: philosophy: archaeology; compare.
tire religion; ethics; the history, criticism, theory, and
practice of the arts; those aspects of the social sciences which
have humanistic. content and employ humanistic method; and
the study and application of the humanities to the current
conditions of national life.



Federal Patronage
In an impressi% and trimielv abrupt departure

from the past, it is now commonl% accepted that the
Federal I ;over:anent k the largest single patron of the
ark and humanities in the country. When we think
if OH ise Federal AgetivieS which today provide support

colunal programs, we think rightfully of the Na-
tional Foundation MI the Arts and the Humanities.
the t Mice of Education. the National Science Founda-
tion. the Smithsonian Institution. the Corporatii in for
Public Broadcasting. mid pen haps even the Department
of Interior's Park Service and the American Revolu-
tion Bicentennial Commission.

But the true precursors of these agencies were other
agencies which we do not normally associate with such
activities. Among these are the Treasury Department,
whose Po icurement Division was one of the predeces-
sors of the Work Pnijects Administration of the mid-
thirties: the General Services Administration, the
lumskeeping unit of the Federal Government which
administers the Archives of the United States; the De-
partment of Agriculture, which at one time sponsored
a rural theater program through the Cooperative Ex-
tension Service; the State Department, whose cultural
and educational exchanges on an international level
preceded similar exchanges on the domestic level; and
not to be underestimated even today, the Department
of Defense, whose military installations have often
served as the only cultural facility available to the pub.
lie in certain isolated areas.

Work Projects
Administration

Of historic preeminence in the evolution of Federal
support for the arts and humanities is the series of
legislation. supported by President Roosevelt, that led
to the creation of the Work Projects Administration.
WPA eventually employed thousands of artists and
writers in the service of the Federal Government.
largely as embellishers of public buildings and, through
%vork-relief programs. as teachers in the lower schools.

WPA, it should he remembered. was essentially a
work-relief program. amp not a program designed
specifically to support artists and humanists. During
the depre ssion. artists were particularly hard hit by
unemployment. and ratli,r than deny them the em-
ployment benefits of existing Federal programs, they
too wcie made eligible for Federal relief assistance.

This distinctive period of Federal art patronage
19:33-13) is only now beginning to be reappraised.

The available scholars have described the period as

productive and have called the participation of the
Federal Government in support of cultural activities
constructive. There were problems and controversy, to
he sure, and the degree' to which Federal administra-
tors insisted on exercising sonic control over the work
of the artists led sonic artists to choose not to partici-
pate in the programs.

In short, though. the judgment of the scholars of
the WPA period seems to be that the quality of work
was not adversely affected h) 1 al exercise of some
control; and further, that significant works of art might
not have been produced had not such federally sup-
ported programs existed.

Another 15 years were to pass before there would
appear another major piece of Federal legislation that
would broadly involve the Federal Government with
not only artists, but humanists, Through the creation of
the National Science Foundation and the passage of the
National Defense Education Act, Congress began a
significant chapter in outlining with more clarity its
distinctive and largely self-serving interest in institu-
tions of higher education.

The resources that the Government needed to re-
spond to what it conceived as a threat to national secu-
rity (Soviet technological achievements and American
technological failings), prompted Congress to broaden
its support of varied university-based research and
training programs. Although congressional interest
naturally inclined toward those programs especially
designed to meet technical and scientific needs, cau-
tion was early taken to provide training and research
support to all of the academic disciplines to avoid irm-
deemably unbalancing support for the scientific dis-
ciplines and the humanistic disciplines.

Teacher Training
Through the National Defense Education Act,

therefore, and through other teacher-training legis-
lation, especially the National Science Foundation Act
of 1950, the Higher Education Act of 1965, and the
Education Professions Development Act of 1967, Fed-
eral support for the humanities has resulted most often
as an indirect result of Federal legislation affecting its
promotion of the teaching profession. (The evolution
of Federal teacher-training ac tivities is elaborated in
the Council's Sixth Annual Report. "A Question of
Stewardship.")

A similar set of circumstances did not prevail which
would have enabled the Congress to ease more gently
toward expanding Federal support for the arts and
artists. Indeed, when enabling legislation was being
prepared in support of establishing the National Foun-
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dation on the Ai is and the Humanities, a common
oresumpt ion then tats that st ti me, congressional sup-

port in favor of hiaer education. which was readily
translatable into Stipittirt for humanist. per se. would
provide enough thrust within Congress to 0%1'11 tale

the more determined opposition to Federal suppint
for the *m. ltid. rcl. all cativ etiorts to ent-otn.12e
Fcid support of the arts had to he made defensi% elti
and with elaborate reasoning ti itistify the ..or t!
tar al, oppow,'. chat 111.111V to be the press-
ing necessities of sietv.

A major reason for this opi,sition was the sanctiti-
cation given to the assumption that artistic develop..
merit rested upon the private sector for support. There
may even have been some lingering and honest fears
that Federal -intrusion" into this field might unin-
tentionally he detrimental to it.

Institutional Base
Further. artists were not like humanists. scientists,

lawyers. and doctors. They did not have an easily
definable institutional List'. Training for the artistic
professions was provided then. as it is largely now,
outside and beyond the academic campus. Individual
artists are likely to ix independent of academic affili-
ation. Others may have only intermittent contact
with them, and then only as teachers of art and not
in the mon. preferred roles as performers and prac-
titioners of art. Without such a shelter. Federal agen-
cies were deprived access to the institutional base they
routinely seek as one assurance that a third party shall
exercise some control over the quality cif the work
to he produced.

Often in the public mind. anti certainly in the mind
of the C:ongress when it established the National Foun-
dation on the Atts.atal the I Itimanities, the arts were
joined with the humanities as it the two were natu-
ral appelalags of a common body. Such an assump-
tion. although frequently convenient, is often wrong.

Indeed. many artists not only view academic insti-
tutions unsympathetically. but many may find an
academic environment and humanists- -as oppressive
to their creativity as they way find other less liberal
environments, The humanities are at the core of tradi-
tion-bound :nstitutions that. more than other
institutions. ,, disinc lined to change. Humanists have
a professional interest in the past. While the same may
be true for many artists, they, more than others in
society. may well deserve a bohemian reputation for
being less inclined to respect the past as they may he
more inclined to experiment with innovation.
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Artists and
Humanists

Artists and hum:mists, in short, an' more frequently
linked by others than they are found embracing of their
own volition, Because the of artists sho tarn a
living solely tin ough their art is limited. however, art-
ists fivquentl loin the ranks Of the teaching profession
in an yaw tie supplement their incomes. Given t. .is
fact, artists can be identified with academic institutions
snore so than with any other institution.

Academic institutions, and especially colleges and
universities, have played a largely unheralded role in
the sauctuaties they have often provided to various art
forms, One wonders what would have happened to
band and choral music. local theater productions. and
the sponsorship of dance ensembles had it not been foe
univesity-level interest. Universities have given wide
exitosure to various art forms and tt tay even have helped
to salvage others from extinction as a result of their
ongoing interest and patronage of them.

But universities and colleges are looked upon largely
as preparatory and training institutions that provide
entrance to the various professions. Almost as a singu-
lar exception. entrance into the artistic professions
generally does not mine through the academic curri-
culum. A handful of institutions do provide such train-
ing and "licensure," but these are few in number and
do not reflect the status of the arts on most campuses.
Independer a and private conservatories. drama schools,
dance groups, and art institutes have generally provided
such apprenticeship.

Because only limited tax moneys have been used to
support the maintenance' and expansion of the arts in
this country, many of these private and independent
training schools are annually subjected to serious eco-
nomic blight. The trend in recent years has been a re-
duction in the number of such *clic cols. just as there has
been a slow but discernible increase in the formal in-
terest academic institutions are beginning to take in
the arts. rniyersity-based schools and departments of
drama, art. music, sculpture, and painting cc ith an-
cillar edoational oppotte!:Ities in choreography,
photogiaphy and films. stage production, and lighting
and a variety of other arts and crafts) are appearing
with sustained regularity. Moreover. many of the pre-
viously independent professional schools have, or are
considering, some kind of appropriate academic affi-
liation.



University Training
univet.,itiv t %,initn4 to /au% acieptable train-

nig programs for veterinarians. ithysicists, technicians,
nurses, dentists. agronomists. literary scholars. and gym
instructors, is there anything, inherently ineoin
that would ifftVent the link el sines noln diSo t.ttnillt;
,irtkts :Intl Clans leen fits Il;, Tftldi

. the .111,el' has been -%e. vitally!. answer that
may seems to be emerging is -well. 1,e i h.tj'S not.-

Largely through die programs of the National En-
dowment for the Arts. and On a lesser financial scale
but w Mr as much focus, within tlw Office of Educa-
tion's arts and Ilia nanities program. Federal agencies
are eXtentitlIg sltiport to artists. !. Arts endowment ap-
intipiiations for fiscal Year 1(.073 amounted to $38.2
million, with an additional $6.5 million appropriated
for the State partnership program, and $3.5 million
available from the Treasury to meet private gifts.)

In the t ase of the Office of Education, the concern
is with arts in eduction : that is, art as taught in the
schools. A-. site)!. the Office of Education's program
represents one of the few consistent efforts on the part
of a Federal agency to introdure the arts into the
elementary and secondary school curriculums. (Fiscal
year 1973 expenditure for the artists-in-schools pro-
gram: $600.000. +

It should also be noted that thus program was
initiated w ithin the' I )apartment of I health. Education.
and Welfare- it was not congressionally mandated--
and represents all early attempt by IIEW to increase
the visibility of its support for the arts and humanities
per se'. This program serves as an advocate for the arts
and humanities: it has no appropriated funds for
grantmaking.

Adult Needs
%violin the arts endowment. however, through a

variety of its programs. there is a concerted effort to
relate the work of artists. from whichever base they
operate. inchscling academie institutions. to the needs
Of the adult pig adation Some of these needs may he'
educational. others may be ecreational-

Similarly. the National End, nement for the Humani-
ties. through its public programs. has exercised con-
siderable leadership in prmtnat the humanities for
the adult la giulation. t ...LI I fiscal year 1973 appro-
piations amounted to $34.5 million, with an addi-
tional $3.5 million available to match private grants.
In fiscal year 1973. the Division of Public Programs
was allocated $12.7 million of this amount.) In both
instances, the adult population is not necessarily frag--

mented into ethnic. age, economic, or other definable
groups. which is the common practice of many welfare-
orinted agencies. Tiw focus is often clearly cut the
general public.

The humanities endowment draws heavily upon
the oopeiation of academic institutions, where the
majority. of humanists air located: whereas the arts
endowment only incidentally sees institutions of higher
education .e a likely resource base to promote the arts

hit, general public.
The Smithsonian Institution, although basically a

collection of museums with a heavy interest in mount-
ing exhibits and describing and cataloging the incom-
parable artistic and historical collections under Federal
control, also has developed modest outreach programs
for the adult American public. but largely without the
benefit of university cooperation. These outreach pro-
grams are' evident in the Museum of Art's Extension
Service traveling exhibits) and the Smithsonian's Of-
fice of Public Seice, which sponsors programs for
adults, public festivals, and a variety of special events
and publications. Again, academic institutions are not
substantially involved in these activities,

The Corporation for Public Broadcasting. although
a private. nonprofit corporation. operates on a budget
that is largely dependent upon congressional appropri-
ations. Congressional appropriation for fiscal year 1973
was $30 million, with an additional $5 million avail-
able to match private gifts. The Corporation's total
expenditure for fiscal year 1973 was $41.1 million.

CPR's present programing priorities do not reflect
any special interest in education programs designed to
meet the special needs of the adult population. Because
of a limited budget. and its own internal set of pri-
orities, the' Corporation has concentrated on children's
programs, cultural programs, and public affairsthree
program areas which do not draw a very great distinc-
tion between its own educational programing and that
of commercial pmgraming. Again, the Corporation is
not substantially involved with university-based mass
media facilities or other academic resources. The major
recipients of Corporation grants are State and local
radio and television stations.

There' axe other federally funded programs that pro-
vide occasional or indirect adult education programs.
Among these can be listed the Park Service and its
recreational and environmental activities; the informal
cultural activities supported through Defense's military
installations around the globe; and of more immediate
relevance, the "planning" activities of the American
Revolution Bicentennial Commission, a nongranting
agency authorized to mobilize and coordinate the Fed-
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era! fkwernment's participation in the celebrations of
1976. (Fiscal real I'+7'; tin imions for the Corn-
mission were approxittiatch $i.ti

Arts and
Humanities
Foundation

Clearly, then. the focus of the Federal support for
the arts and humanities is most credibly refiresented
1w the National Endowment for the Arts and the Na-
tional Endowment for the Humanities, whose com-
bined expenditures for fiscal year 1973 amounted to
$93.ti million. The distinctions between the activities of
the two endowments their grant recipients, grant
focus and results are several and sometimes obvious.
Rut there is a commonness of interest between the two
endowments that is of direct interest to extension and
continuing education.

First. each agency has a special concern for relating
its clientele (artists rued humanists) to the adult popu-
lation and the broader issues of public affairs. Each in
its own way seeks to be "relevant" to the public's need
for education and enlightrnent and, in so doing, con-
tinues the special American call to apply meaningfully
the benefits of research and scholarship to public af-
fairs. In this regard, the two endowments have made
major efforts to use the arts and humanities to achieve
a variety of social objectives. This includes promoting
ethnic identity through cultural and historical explora-
tion. and using the performing arts to express more
vividly the ideas of those who fall outside the main-
stream of the Americ an cultural heritagefor ex-
ample disadvantaged, dissident. or even radical groups.

Each endowment has a pronounced determination
to involve local communities and local institutions in
cooperating with it to reach large segments of the pub-
lic. Each makes varying degrees of use of educational
institutions to support its programs through institu-
tional resources and facilities. And each has sought to
establish a network of State agencies and advisory
councils to assist in identifying and implementing ia.o.
grains for State and local consumption.

State Programs
Like the Office of Education's arts and humanities

program and the programs of the Corporation for Pub-
lic Broadeasting, both endowments have initiated
State-grant programs to reallocate Federal tax revenue
to enhance State planning and implementation of arts
and humanities programs. Through matching require-
ments and cost-sharing, the financial burden of operat-
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ing endowment projects is leavened. These financial
arrangements an. designed to e.infor the belief that
support for the arts and humanities must be generated
hy a partnership betwen the public and private sector
and among the ricats levels of National, State, anti
local government agencies. ll., encouraging grassroots
suppoit for thew a, ti. taw .0,,t13 Ivan is
given to prevent tle imposition by the lethal partner
of a program Lint may he incompatible to the w her
partners.

Although each endowment has at its disposal a num-
ber of programs that establish direct contact with in-
stitutions of higher education. the State grant
programs provide the opportunity for a second real-
location of tax moneys, via the State agencies, to
universities and colleges.

Where within these institutions these moneys and
programs eve,e =tally remit is difficult to determine. On
the surface, it would appear the extension facilities of
these institutions would be likely candidates to spear-
head the universities' participation to extend its cul-
tural resources to the public. But this is not frequently
the case.

Academic humanists, and _en those artists affili-
ated with academic institutions, are housed in their
respective departments. In our Seventh Annual Re-
port. "A Measure of Success," the Council described
what it felt to be a fairly universal practice: that Fed-
eral funds, with university approval, tend to reach those
academic departments or units which house the ex
pertise most relevant to its own or Federal program
objectives.

In that report, we stated that both Federal agencies
and academic universities systematically bypassed ex-
tension and continuing education structures, even
%viten federally funded extension and continuing educa-
tion activities were visibly the focus, In the case of the
arts endowment, it should be added, not only is there
a tendency to bypass the extension network in the
endowment's efforts to reach the public, but there is a
more pronounced tendnc% ir bypass academic insti-
tutions tli, -elves. The arts endowment is making
strenuous efforts to awaken and support other com-
inanity institutions. like lihraris. museums, commu-
nity centers, and business and commercial organiza-
tions, in order to generate institutional responses to
local needs.

State Councils
There is a major exception of interest, however.

and that is reflected in the composition of the mem-
bership of the State advisory councils set up by the



National Endowment for the Humanities. Currently,
it is estimated that appiosimatly 10 of the chairmen
of these State councils Nerve in or come out of univer-
sitv-based extension resources. Further. it is approxi-
mated that within 31 of the State councils. extension
deans. administtators. atop tatt are represented.

In addition, the humanities endowment through its
Public Programs Division has made substantial grams
to university-based extension facilities. Two of the
original public programs' projects were housed within
flue extension units of the Universities of Georgia and
Missouri. Other extension units have subsequently re-
ceived support. including the University of Iowa and
the University of California at San Diego.

At the latter institution, one of the most acclaimed.
innovative. and popular programs for adult education
has led to the creation of adult education via news-
papers. Outstanding humanists contribute substantial
articles, using the humanities as their focus, on a
variety of thellICS. In cooperation with local institu-
tions, local newspapers reprint a series of humanities
"lectures" for which anyone may receive academic
credit upon registration, testing, and periodic seminars
administered by the local participating institutions.

This is only one example of what might be possible
through an imaginative use of academic extension
facilities. The reasons why more such programs do not
emanate from extension units of the university are
sometimes obscure, although the Council has at-
tempted to enumerate some of these in its Seventh
Annual Report (see the chapter. "An Uneasy Co-
Existence: The Federal Government and Higher Con-
tinning Education").

Academically based artists and humanists in the
past have not necessarily distinguished themselves

through their commitment to public service and com-
unity involvement. In some instances, their oppo-

sition to greater university involvement in public serv-
ice has been instrumental in defeating any institutional
thrust in that direction.

The fact. ,.%er. that so much of the cultural
activity sparked tel, the Federal Government is in-
tended to benefit broad segments of the American
public must have special significance and potential
for university-based extension and continuing educa-
tion resources. The avenues that are opened via these
resources between the campus and the city are
substantial.

These avenues carry traffic in both directions. As cu
todians of a vast cultural heritage, universities havi.
pressing responsibilities to maintain that heritage and
to help disseminate it. With accelerating Federal sup-
port, entirely new dimensions of community partici-
pation arc opening up to universities through the very
disciplines that have been most traditionally associ-
ated with the universities and which, in theory, may
represent to some the least compromise to their own
professional involvement in community affairs.

By helping artists and humanists extend themselves
beyond the campus, Federal activity is helping to pro-
vide vast new audiences, willing to learn, willing to ap-
preciate, and eventually, willing to join in discourse on
the public issues of the day. By helping to inform the
public, artists and humanists help to inform themselves.
Slowly, perhaps, this reciprocity of 'earning will make
itself felt in the kinds of teaching and research that
occur at the universities, and in strengthening our un-
demanding of how appropriate is the participation of
artists and humanists in public affairs. CI

RECOMMENDATIONS
We recommend that the American Revolution Bicentennial

Commission and the National Foundation on the Arts and the
Humanities jointly promote public participation in the celebration
of the American Revolution by using university extension services
to involve artists and humanists in community planning of bite's.
tennial activities.

We recommend that elderly members of ethnic groups be
trained to teach ethnic cultures to schoolchildren at the earliest
possible level of instruction.
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EDUCATION AND TRAINING FOR PUBLIC SERVICE

The Federal
Background

Prior to enactment of the Government Employees
'training At in l958 t Public Law 85-508) many Fed-
el al agencies had fro legal basis on which to expend
funds for tnlining their employees. %%lac training was
condu4.td in these ineneit WAN often disguised in the
budget lest the General Accounting Mice be com-
pelled to suit .etch training expenditures illegal. Ex-
cept within the I )elete INT:um:eta and in a few other
agent ie. which had clear authority to train their em-
ployees. education and training within the Federal
SerViCt' 1%ii.P. e..etitialh a bootleg operation. oirenly re-
ferred to h this name.

Public Law 85-508
This situation changed dramatically in 1958 with

the enactment of the Government Employees Training
Act. In one broad statute. a national training policy
was estab!i!ibed. expenditures for training %r not only
made legal but were forcefully !, luraged, and the
t .S. Cic 11 Servire 0mm:h.:ion was ewen central agency
responsibility to instie that the training efforts of the
Federal Government were adequate to insure a wen-
trained Federal work force able to cope with the corn-
plexities of modern government.

Program Directions
tEtFee different am agements are used for the

ilucatit,n Arid 1.1ioint; of Federal emplowt... The Imtk
rtf naitnny 414 Ii% it% 717 percent t ()Mkt% f If %%Lit //If

C:i%ii SCR 141' CEMITIiiSiOn terms -internal" traitor).
that is. training activities conducted by an agency for
its own employees. Another I 7.4 percent of the total
training effort is in "nongovernuient programs.- Most
of these nongovernment programs are university
courses: some are training programs conducted by
manufacturing organizations leaf.. aircraft factories ,.
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management consulting firms and various nonprofit in-
stitutions other titan colleges and universities. Finally,
the remaining 8.9 percent of training activity consists
of "interagency training- in which the Civil Service
Commission. or another agency in concert with the
Commission, trains employees of other Federal
agencies.

Internal Training
Some 108 training centers. established by 20 agen-

cies of Government are now in operation. In addition
hundreds of other training programs, conducted at lo-
cations other than these centers, are now available to
Federal employees. These centers and other internal
training programs are staffed with over 7,000 em-
ployees. and more than 700.000 Federal employees are
trained in "internal" programs each year.

Costs of Internal
Training

The total costs of internal training activity are
highly elusive. because reporting procedures and ac-
counting for costs vary among agencies. However, a
rough approxiwation of the total cost can be obtained
by a combination of cost factors. The direct training
costs ( materials, per diem, etc. , of internal training
approximate $51.6 million. Roughly $100 million rep-
resents the cost of agency training staff salaries and
fringe benefits, and the salary costs of trainees total
approximately $360 million. This composite cost of
$111 (hi, tort iticitinc the costs of training
facilities and equipm, and no valid estimates in this
regard are available.

Interagency and
Nongovernment
Costs

Similarl romputed interagency training costs prob-
abl approximate $18 million for the 86,000 partici-



pants in these pro grams. while the costs for training
in nertigerserrimerit facilities are roughly $131.200.000.
The total direcelv t MIS to the Federal Govern-
ment for education anti training of its employees
through internal training. interagency- training, and
14*e 1 ti 10 WI it:t N VI !anti) t resources t beret',

$741) liff IP( )4) : and thi: fit ! i:t( tlt' not induti4
oti-tite.j4lh naming and various internship programs
for which sei ra te costs an. not reported.

Nongovernment Resources
Twenty-one Federal agencies, in cooperation with

113 colleges and universities, have established 122 "off-
campus study centers." These centers are essentially
a location for a university extension program which
uses Federal facilities in which to conduct educational
programs for some 38.000 Federal employees, When
the educational programs are job-related, the em-
ploying agency often pays the tuition costs involved;
otherwise', the employee pays his own tuition and has
the advantage of convenient access to a higher educa-
tion program.

Federal Resources and
State and Local Employees

The Intergovernmental Cooperation Act of 1968
and the Intergovernmental Personnel Act of 1970 au-
thorized and directed the U.S Civil Service Com-
mission to become actively involved in the education
and training of State and local government officials.
As a practical matter, relatively little has been done
in this regard. Some Federal training programs, de-
signed essentially for Federal employees, have been
opened for attendance by State and local personnel.
Under funds provided by this Intergovernmental Per-
sonnel .ct. a number of grants have been made to
educational institutions to design and conduct edu-
cational programs for employees of local and State
governments. This has been done in recognition of
the ascendant role of State and local governments in
implementine national programs.

Training' in Specific
Program Areas

While the activities and resources of the Civil Sem-
it Commission for education and training of local
and State employees are rather restricted in specific
program areas, considerable Federal assistance.
through grants. is made available for education and
training. Specifically, federally funded programs for
teachers. law enforcement personnel, employees of

public health departments. and personnel serving State
employment agencies do exist on a large scale. How-
ever, these activities operate halependently of each
other through various Federal agencies, without any
central coordination by the U.S. Civil Service Com-
mission or Any other single agency of the Federal
Govenimnt. Therefore, while the Civil Service Corn-
mission has a dear mandate for giving leadership and
direction to the Federal effort in education and train-
ing of Federal employees, neither the Commission nor
any other agency of the Federal Government oversees
or directs the Federal activity in education and train-
ing of State and local personnel.

Characteristics and
Limitations of the
Effort

The education and training of Federal employees
is governed by a well-developed policy statement, ex-
pressed in Public Law 85-508. Central responsibility
of the program is vested in a single agency, the U.S.
Civil Service Commission. Expansion in both amount
of training provided and the quality of training is evi-
dent. Yet several unresolved problems still limit the
effectiveness of this effort.

Considerable testimony exists to indicate that those
most worth training are not always those who receive
training. Too often, the "spareable" employee is sent
to training sessions; the "indispensable" employee is
kept busy on his job. Although the Civil Service COM-
mission is making active attempts to evaluate the
"effectiveness of training," present techniques of eval-
uation fall short of conclusively showing what kinds
of training, of what length and at what cost, best serve
Federal purposes; and indeed, it is often difficult to
show whether improvement on the job is sufficient
to have warranted the training expense involved.

The rank-in-job concept governing Federal service
essentially means that no adequate way exists to re-
place an individual sent for a lying -term training ex-
perience. As a result, little use is made of training
programs which exceed a month% duration. Concur-
rent:). training experiences are often unrelated to any
stable concept of career development, so that the train-
ing received does not necessarily fit well with the
future utilization of the individual being trained; as
a result, much valuable training is either misdirected
or lost. Also, little effort is made to provide training
in anticipation of new career responsibilities. The bask
'idea that training is a component of manpower plan-
ning and development has not yet been fully expressed.
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These obstacles to greater success in the Federal
training effort ace o ell-kmasn to many professionals
within Government tsponsible tor education and
training. They have not. hooever, been able to get
the Attention and suoport o the liolicymakers to take
the kinds of actions which would rechue these limi-
tations and lead to impotant improvements in the
train* effort.

Continuing Education
in the Military
Departments

The military establishment has always regarded
its peacetime role as essentially one of preparedness;
of training to successfully cope with foreseeable
emen.tencies. Coupled with this historic concept is the
mon. nwtit concept of "force-in-being." This essen-
tially recognizes that under certain emergent.). con-
ditions time to expand and reshape the force structure
may simply not be available, and that warfare may
have to he waged with the structure which exists at
any particular moment in time. The force-in-being
concept in essence revolutionierd traditional notions
of strategic planning. and had a direct effect on the
size of the military establishment.

Under the force-in-being approach, the size of the
armed forces is less related to the necessary peacetime
tasks to be performed, and more to the critical tasks
which would have to he performed under emergency
conditions. Viewed another way, the size of the mills
tary establishment is larger than needed to perform
the standby role of military defense; but that same
manpower may !w critically vital for instant emergency
use. In the interim, perhaps the most constructive
use that can he made of standby manpower is its fullest
engagement in education and training. as a way to
get maximum quality of performance.

Internal Training
At the apex of the internal educational stem of the

Defense Department are the senior service colleges:
The National War College, the Industrial College of
the Armed Forces, the Army War College, the Naval
War College. and the Air War College. These schools
provide senior officers with an advanced education
designed to improve their professional competence
in positions of high responsibility. In addition, the
Naval Postgraduate School and the Air Force Insti-
tute of Technology are operated as degree granting
institutions (including the Ph. D. degree) to prepare
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officers for highly technical responsibilities in fields
such as physics. engineering, and operations research.

Below these institutions is a vast array of technical
and professional selmols reflecting specialized instnic-
lion in fields as diverse as medic . . eteariagenwnt, and
military tactics. At given career points. selected

personnel !mantels. move through the internal
educational system. Increasingly. they also are ex-
posd to educational programs outside the military
departments.

Continuing Education
for Colleges and
Universities

The use made of colleges and universities fer the
continuing education of military persomiel is exten-
sive and varied. It ranges from an assignment to a
university graduate school as a full-time student re-
ceiving military pay to tuition assistance for part-tim
study on off-duty time. The military departments also
provide excellent educational counseling and testing
services at education centers around the globe, and
furnish facilities at military sites at which university
extension piogranis offer a range of courses, many
of them leading to degrees.

Beyond this, military personnel are encouraged to
continue their education through use of GI bill bene-
fits while on active duty. In this regard, educational
attainments are an important factor in the retention
and prmiustion of officers, so that dear career advan-
tages accrue from participating in programs of con-
tinuing education.

Public Service Education:
Military and Civilian

Any comparison between continuing education pro-
grains for military personnel and civilian employees
of the Federal Government reveals marked contrasts.
The military officer spends much of his career con-
tinuing his education as a o,-1 of his normal respon,
sihilities: this is rarely true of the civilian. The
structure of internal training institutions for military
personnel is much larger and more sophisticated, and
much greater use is made of colleges and universities
particularly for long-term graduate work. In addi-
tion, the military officer's career progression is much
more controlled; as a result, he can be systematically
prepared throughout his career for fairly well-defined
responsibilities which he will assume in his next as-
signment or even at the apex of his career.



The Question
of Relevance

The military depat Its have done such an ex-
tensive and thoro0) 3A3 'tit continuing education
that the major content raised is whether they have
done more than is necessaty. Such a question defies
specific answers. On the one hand. it is legitimate to
ask whether accunntlation of advanced degrees really
helps military Wirers to perform more effectively.
On the other, if one accepts the precept that there
is a real virtue in the educational pro,ess itself in

improving the recipient, this question becomes sante-
what irrelevant.

For their own purposes, the military departments
hare derided to place a strong premium on continu-
ing education. They feel that the pace of technologi-
cal change, the advance of knowledge in all fields,
the complexities of management in organizations as
large as the military departments obviously create a
demand and a need for continuing education as a
career-long feature in the assignment and prognws of
military personnel. 1:1

RECOMMENDATIONS
We recommend that the U.S. Civil Service Commission in its

future responsibilities: (I) Give greater priority to assisting State
and local governments in the education and training of their
employees, (2) seek ways to better insure that the training provided
meshes well with patterns of career development, (3) ascertain
whether the lintitea use of long-term educational programs is in
the public interest, and (4) help insure that training is available
to those employees who can best apply the training in the improved
performance of the Government's business.

We further recommend that the U.S. Civil Service Commission
study the military educational system to determine the extent to
which this model may provide insights and perspectives which
would improve education and training in the civilian sector of
public service.
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